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INTRODUCTION
INTRODUCTION

Indemnification
refers to
to the
the financial
financial protection
provided by
by the
the corporation
for its
Indemnification refers
protection provided
corporation for
1 It shields directors from expenses and liability of legal proceedings alleging
directors.1
directors. It shields directors from expenses and liability of legal proceedings alleging breaches
breaches
of
This is
in addition
is of
of concern
concern for
for directors
directors because,
because, in
addition to
to the
the
of their
their duty
duty totothe
thecorporation.2
corporation.2 This
potential liability
they
face
if
found
blameworthy,
the
cost
of
funding
an
adequate
defence
can
liability they face if found blameworthy, the cost of funding an adequate defence can be
be
staggering.
To illustrate, since
the Sun-Times
Media Group
Group Inc.
Inc. (formerly Hollinger
staggering. To
since 2003,
2003, the
Sun-Times Media
Hollinger
International Inc.) has
paid U.S. $107.7
$107.7 million
million in
has paid
in legal
legalfees
fees alone
alone to
to defend
defend Conrad
Conrad Black and
and
other former officers in
in the
the criminal
criminallawsuit
lawsuitlaunched
launchedby
bythe
theU.S.
U.S.government,
government, as
as well
well as
as a bevy
of
civil suits
in Canada
Canadaand
andthe
the
of civil
suits in
U.S.3
U.S.3
Corporate
pundits rightly
rightly regard
Corporate pundits
regard liberal
liberal indemnification
indemnificationprovisions
provisionsas
asnecessary
necessary to recruit
4
capable
management4
and
to
encourage
directors
to
act
on
behalf
of
the
corporation
in a
capable management and to encourage directors to act on behalf of the corporation
in a manner
5
manner by
unfettered
by fear
fear of
of “tak[ing]
“tak[ing] good
They emphasize
emphasize the
unfettered
good faith
faith risks
risks ininthe
thesearch
search for
for profit”.5
profit”. They
the
increased
cost
and
volume
of
litigation
and
portend
the
grim
consequences
of
limiting
increased cost and volume of litigation
portend the grim consequences of limiting directors’
6
indemnification
rights.6Critics
Criticsofofindemnification
indemnification
see
it as
contributing
to corporate
see
it as
contributing
to corporate
malfeasance
indemnification rights.
malfeasance
by permitting
permitting directors
directors to
towaste
waste corporate
corporate funds
funds while
whileavoiding
avoidingpersonal
personalconsequences
consequences of
misconduct. The
The high standards
standardsof
ofconduct
conductrequired
requiredof
ofdirectors
directorswould
would be
benullified
nullified ifif aa company
company
7 The principle
is
permitted
to
relieve
its
directors
from
liability
for
breaches
of
their
duties.7
is permitted to relieve its directors from liability for breaches of their duties. The principle of
of
indemnification
indemnification strikes
strikes aa delicate
delicate balance
balance between
between seeking
seeking “the middle
middle ground
ground between
between
8
encouraging
fiduciaries
to
violate
their
trust,
and
discouraging
them
from
serving
at
encouraging fiduciaries to violate their trust, and discouraging them from serving at all”.
all”.8
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1

Committee
on Corporate
Laws, “Changes
“Changes in
in the
Act -–Amendments
Committee on
Corporate Laws,
the Model
Model Business
Business Corporations
Corporations Act
Amendments

Pertaining
Bus. Law.
Law. 749
749 at
at p.
p. 749.
749. Although
Although this article
Pertaining to Indemnification and
and Advance for Expenses”
Expenses” (1994), 49 Bus.
refers
to “directors”,
“directors”, the
indemnity include “officers”
“officers” as
refers to
the CBCA provisions respecting
respecting indemnity
as well,
well,thus
thus much
much of
of this
this paper
paper is

applicable
to the
distinctions pertaining
pertaining to the
applicable to
the indemnification
indemnification of
ofcorporate
corporate management
management generally.
generally. Potential
Potential distinctions
the
indemnification
of this article.
indemnification of
ofofficers
officersare
are beyond
beyond the
the scope
scope of
2
2
3
3

Id.
Tedesco,
T., “Left
“Left Out to Dry;
Tedesco, T.,
Dry; Hollinger:
Hollinger:The
TheUntold
UntoldStory”,
Story”,National
NationalPost,
Post,Saturday,
Saturday,December
December 8,
8, 2007,
2007,
at
p. FP7.
at p.
FP7.
4
Wineberg,
H. S.,
for the
the Reform
Reform of Provisions
Wineberg, H.
S., “Proposals
“Proposals for
Provisions of the
the British
British Columbia
Columbia Company
Company Act that
that
4
Indemnify Directors”, 50 The Advocate
523 (1992)
(1992) at
at p.
p. 523;
523; Irenas,
Irenas,J.E.
J.E.&& Moskowitz,
Moskowitz, T.,
T., “Indemnification of
Advocate 523
Corporate
Officers, Agents
Agents and
and Directors:
Directors: Statutory
Statutory Mandates
Mandatesand
andPolicy
PolicyLimitations”,
Limitations”, 7 Seton
Corporate Officers,
Seton Hall Legis.
Legis. J.
J. 117,
117,
(1984)
(1984) at
at p.
p. 117.
117.
5
Johnston,
JosephF.F.Jr.
Jr.“Corporate
“CorporateIndemnification
Indemnificationand
andLiability
Liability Insurance
Insurance for
for Directors
Directors and
and Officers”,
Officers”, 33
Johnston, Joseph
5
Bus. Law. 1993 (1978)
(1978) at
at p. 1994.
6
Wineberg,
Wineberg, supra
supra note
note 44 at
at p.
p. 523.
523.
6
7
British
Columbia
Ministry
of
British
Columbia
Ministry
ofFinance
Financeand
andCorporate
CorporateRelations,
Relations,Company
Company Act
Act Discussion
Discussion Paper,
Paper, (January
(January
7
1991), at
at p.
p. 31
31 [“BCCA
[“BCCA Discussion
Discussion Paper”].
8
Johnston,
supra note
note 55 at
at p.
p. 1994.
1994. As noted by Iaccobucci, J. speaking for the Supreme Court of
Johnston, supra
of Canada
Canada in
8
Blair
Enfield Corp.,
Corp., [1995]
[1995] 44 S.C.R.
S.C.R.33(S.C.C.)
(S.C.C.)(Q.L.)
(Q.L.)atatpara.
para.7474[“Blair”],
[“Blair”], “Permitting [a director]
Blair v.
v. Consolidated
Consolidated Enfield
to be
allow for
be indemnified
indemnified is
is consonant
consonant with broad
broad policy
policy goals
goals underlying
underlying indemnity
indemnity provisions;
provisions; these
these allow
reimbursement
for reasonable
good faith
faith behaviour,
behaviour, thereby
thereby discouraging
discouraging the
the hindsight
hindsight application
application of perfection.
reimbursement for
reasonable good
perfection.
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Legislatures
in Canada,
Canada,Britain
Britain and
and the
the United
United States
Statesrecognize
recognizethat
thatthere
thereisisaa public
Legislatures in
interest
in
regulating
the
circumstances
in
which
a
company
indemnifies
its
interest
regulating the circumstances in
a company indemnifies its directors
directors and
and
officers. Statutory attempts
the indemnification rights of
attempts to prescribe
prescribe the
of directors
directors first
firstemerged
emerged as
as
9
short,
narrow
provisions
that
simply
reiterated
common
law
principles
of
agency.9
Today,
short, narrow provisions that simply reiterated common law principles of agency. Today, they
they
have
matured into
into “one of
have matured
of the
the most
most complex
complex and
and most
most controversial
controversial problems
problems of
of contemporary
contemporary
10 The principle common to indemnification statutes is that directors
corporation
law.”10
The principle common to indemnification statutes is that directors acting in
corporation law.”
actingfaith
in and
good
should not be
be liable to third
good
and in the
the best
best interests
interests of the corporation
corporation should
third parties
parties and
and
11
should
notbear
bearlitigation
litigationexpenses
expenses
incurred
in their
defence.11
Where,
however,
it is that
Where,
however,
it is alleged
should not
incurred
in their
defence.
alleged
that
a
director
has
owed directly to the
director
has breached
breached aa duty owed
the corporation,
corporation, itit is
is the
the corporation
corporation that
that must
must
12
pursue
itsdirectors,
directors,either
eitherdirectly
directlyororderivatively.
derivatively.12
Different
indemnity
principles
Different
indemnity
principles
willwill
apply in
pursue its
apply
in
such
such cases.
cases.

The purpose
purpose of
of this article is two-fold.
two-fold.First,
First,totodemonstrate
demonstrate that,
that, although
although ititappears
appears that

Canada’s
current federal
federal statutory
Canada’s current
statutory indemnification
indemnification scheme,
scheme, s.124
s.124 of
of the
theCanada
Canada Business
Business
13 was intended to provide a comprehensive scheme for
Corporations
Act [“CBCA”]
[“CBCA”]13,
Corporations Act
, was intended to provide a comprehensive scheme for dealing
dealing
with
indemnification,
with
indemnification,ititdoes
doesnot
notencompass
encompass actions brought directly by
by aa corporation
corporation against
against its
directors
for a breach
breach of
of duty
duty to the
corporation. This
This is
is the
the only section
section of
of the
the CBCA which
directors for
the corporation.
14 If a director is to receive indemnification or advancement of
permits
indemnification.14
If a director is to receive indemnification or advancement of legal
permits indemnification.
legal
expenses
for an
anaction
actionbrought
broughtdirectly
directly by the corporation, then
then it must be found here.
expenses for
here. Although
direct
fall fall
naturally
into subsection
direct actions
actions would
wouldseem
seemto to
naturally
into subsection 124(4),
124(4), which
which authorizes
authorizes
indemnification for
corporation”, this
for actions
actions “by… the corporation”,
thiswas
was intended
intended to apply only to derivative
actions.
by subsection
subsection 124(1),
124(1), which
which is
actions. Nor can direct actions
actions be
be appropriately
appropriately accommodated
accommodated by
intended
to deal
deal with
with indemnification
indemnification in
intended to
in actions
actions brought by third
third parties.
parties.
The second
purpose is
is to
to review policy
second purpose
policyissues
issues raised
raised by
by advancement
advancement of
of defence
defence costs to
directors
incurred in both derivative
directors incurred
derivative actions
actions and
and direct actions
actions by the
the corporation.
corporation. Derivative
suits brought by corporate stakeholders,
and direct
direct suits
suits brought
brought by
by the
the corporation
corporation itself, are
stakeholders, and
are not
the
management
truly
adverse.
Is the
the same;
same; in
in direct
directsuits
suitsthe
thecorporation
corporationand
andits its
managementareare
truly
adverse.
Is the
advancement
of
expenses
of
litigation
in
such
cases
appropriate?
It
is
contended
that
it
advancement of expenses of litigation
such cases appropriate? It is contended that it is not;

Indemnification
responsiblebehavior
behavioryet
yetstill
still permit enough
Indemnification is geared
geared to encourage
encourage responsible
enough leeway
leeway to attract
attract strong
strong
candidates
to directorships
directorships and
and consequently
consequentlyfoster
fosterentrepreneurism.
entrepreneurism.ItItisis for
for this reason
reason that
that indemnification
indemnification should
candidates to
only
of mala
mala fides.
fides. A
A balance
must be
be maintained.”
maintained.”
only be
be denied
denied in
in cases
cases of
balance must
9
See,
e.g.,
The
Canada
Joint
Stock
Companies
Act,
1877, 40
40 Vict.,
Vict., c.
See, e.g., The Canada Joint Stock Companies Act, 1877,
c. 43,
43, (1877),
(1877), s.
s. 57.
57.
9
10
10
Dickerson, R.V.W.,
R.V.W., Howard,
Howard, J.L.
J.L. &&Getz,
Getz, L.,
L.,Proposals
Proposals for
foraaNew
New Business
Business Corporations Law for
for Canada,
Canada,
Vol.
Vol. 11 Commentary,
Commentary, p.
p. 83,
83, para.
para. 243.
11
11
Wineberg,
Wineberg, supra
supra note
note 44 at
at p.
p. 523.
523.
12
12
The
BusinessCorporations
CorporationsAct,
Act,R.S.C.
R.S.C.1985,
1985,c.c.44
44[“CBCA”]
[“CBCA”] provides
The Canada
Canada Business
provides aa statutory
statutory derivative
derivative
action which allows
and others
othersto
to sue
suedirectors
directorson
onbehalf
behalfof
ofthe
thecorporation
corporationfor
for liabilities
liabilities that directors
allows shareholders
shareholders and
may owe to the corporation.
action are
are paid
paid to
to the
the corporation directly,
directly, rather
corporation. The
The proceeds
proceeds of a successful
successful action
rather than
than the
the
239-240).
plaintiff (ss.
(ss. 239-240).
13
13
Id., s. 124.
CorporationsAct
Act[“OBCA”],
[“OBCA”], R.S.O.
124. Section
Section 136
136 of
of Ontario’s
Ontario’s Business
Business Corporations
R.S.O. 1990,
1990, c.
c. B-13,
B-13, is
is the
the
same
in substance
substanceasasthat
thatofofs.s. 124
124 of
of the
in this
this article
same in
the CBCA
CBCA so
so that
that the
the comments
comments in
article apply
apply equally
equally to the
the
indemnification
indemnification provisions
provisions of
of the
the OBCA.
OBCA. Although
Although all
allother
other provinces
provinces have
have included statutory indemnity provisions
in their
of this article.
their corporate
corporate laws, their
their analysis
analysis is
is beyond
beyond the scope
scope of
14
14
Canada
BusinessCorporations
CorporationsAct
Act Discussion
DiscussionPaper:
Paper:Director’s
Director’s Liability
Liability (Released
Canada Business
(Released November 1995), p.
26,
26, para.
para. 90
90 [“CBCA
[“CBCA Discussion
Discussion Paper”].
Paper”]. Last
Lastaccessed
accessed January
January 7,
7, 2007
2007 at
at http://dsphttp://dsppsd.pwgsc.gc.ca/Collection/C2-280-7-1995E.pdf.

2
2
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judicial inclination
inclination to
to interpret
interpret direct
direct actions
actions as
as falling within
within the
the purview
purview of
ofthe
thesection
section should
should
be
avoided.
be avoided.
This article
article begins
begins with
with s.s. 124.
124. The
The historical
historicaldevelopment
developmentofofthe
thesection
sectionisiscanvassed
canvassed to

demonstrate
that direct
direct actions
actions were
were never
never considered
consideredwithin
within its purview.
demonstrate that
purview. Canadian
Canadian federal
federal
indemnity laws have
been heavily
heavily influenced
influenced by
by American
American corporation
corporation law,
law, particularly
particularly that
that of
have been
Delaware, New York,
and
the
Model
Business
Corporations
Act.
The
impact
of
these
statutes
York, and the Model Business Corporations Act. The impact of these statutes on
the
of s.
the development
development of
s. 124
124 is
is considered,
considered, concluding
concluding with aadiscussion
discussion ofofthe
themerits
meritsof of
interpreting
this
section
to
encompass
direct
actions.
interpreting this section to encompass direct actions.
2.
2.

OVERVIEW
OF THE
THE CURRENT
CURRENT FEDERAL
FEDERAL STATUTORY
STATUTORY SCHEME
SCHEME SECTION
SECTION 124
OVERVIEW OF
OF
THE
CBCA
OF THE CBCA

To be eligible for
for indemnification
indemnificationunder
under s.s. 124
124 of
of the
the CBCA,
CBCA,aadirector
directormust
musthave
have acted
acted
honestly, in good faith
and
in
the
best
interests
of
the
corporation,
and
in
the
case
of
a
criminal
faith and in the best
case of a criminal or
administrative proceeding,
groundsfor
for believing
believing that
proceeding, the director
director must
must also
also have
have had reasonable
reasonable grounds

his
Theserequirements
requirementsset
setminimum
minimumstandards
standards
conduct
his or
or her
her conduct
conduct was
was lawful.15
lawful. 15 These
of ofconduct
that
that
delineate
the outer
outer boundaries
boundariesof
of indemnification
indemnification that a corporation may, at its discretion, extend
delineate the
extend
16 and reflect the statutory duties imposed on directors by s. 122 of the
to
director,16
and reflect the statutory duties imposed on directors by s. 122 of the CBCA.17 In
to a
a director,
18
CBCA.17
In other
actions
brought
otherthan
than“by
“byororon
onbehalf
behalfofofthe
thecorporation,”
corporation,”18
a director
satisfies
a director
whowho
satisfies
these
actions
brought
these
minimum
standards
of
conduct
has
an
enforceable
right
to
be
indemnified
by
his
corporation,
so
minimum standards
has an enforceable right to be indemnified
so
long as
he is not judged
any fault or omitted
as he
judged by a court to have
have committed
committed any
omitted to
to do
do anything
anything he
he
19
ought
to have
havedone.
done.19
Where
a director
is adjudged
to a third
then
soas
long
as
Where
a director
is adjudged
liableliable
to a third
party,party,
then so
long
he has
ought to
he
has
met
met the
the minimum
minimum standards
standards of conduct
conduct owed
owed totothe
thecorporation,
corporation,the
thestatute
statuteendows
endowsthe
the
corporation with the discretion to indemnify
indemnify the
the director for
for all
allof
ofhis
hisororher
herreasonably
reasonably incurred
costs,
charges and
and expenses,
expenses,including
includingthe
the amount
amount of
of any
or judgment.
costs, charges
any settlement
settlement or
judgment. 2020Court
Court
15
15

CBCA, supra
supra note
note 13,
13, s.
s. 124(3).
124(3). In
In considering
considering the
the analogous
analogous provision of s.
s. 136(1)
136(1) of
of the
the OBCA,
OBCA, supra
supra
note
14,
Iaccobucci
J.,
speaking
for
the
Supreme
Court
of
Canada
noted
that
there
are
three
conditions
that the
note
speaking
the Supreme
of Canada noted
there are three
the
director must
must fulfil
fulfil ininorder
ordertotoreceive
receive indemnification
indemnification for
forthe
the costs
costs of
of defending
defending in
in litigation:
litigation:(1)
(1)the
theperson
person must
must
have
been aaparty
partyto
to the
thelitigation
litigation by reason
of being aa director
director or officer
have been
reason of
officer of
ofthe
the corporation;
corporation;(2)
(2)the
thecosts
costs must
must have
have
been
reasonablyincurred;
incurred;and
and(3)
(3) the
the person
personmust
musthave
haveacted
actedhonestly
honestlyand
andiningood
goodfaith
faithwith
with aa view
view to promoting
been reasonably
the best
best interests
interests of
of the
the corporation.
corporation. Persons
Personsare
arepresumed
presumedtotoact
actiningood
goodfaith
faith unless
unlessproven
provenotherwise.
otherwise.Blair,
Blair, supra
note 8, paras.
paras. 35-36.
35-36. The above criteria appear
to set
set an
an objective
objective test:
test: See
SeeCatalyst
CatalystFund
FundGeneral
GeneralPartner
Partner II Inc. v.
appear to
Hollinger
“In the
HollingerInc.,
Inc.,[2006]
[2006]O.J.
O.J.No.
No.944
944(C.A.)
(C.A.)(Q.L.)
(Q.L.)atatpara.
para.106,
106,where
where Cronk
CronkJ.J. states:
states: “In
the final
final analysis,
analysis, given
given the
the
situation that existed in June 2005, White had no business
business resisting
resistingHollinger's
Hollinger's Removal
Removal Motion.
Motion. That
he
may
That he may have
have
done
so in the subjective
done so
subjective belief that he was
was acting
acting in the
the best
best interests
interests of Hollinger does
does not assist
assist him on the
the
Indemnity
and he
hecannot
cannotmake
makeout
outaaclaim
claimfor
forindemnification
indemnification by
by relying
Indemnity Appeal.
Appeal. Objectively,
Objectively,that
that was
was not
not the
the case
case and
on
unreasonablesubjective
subjectivebelief.”
belief.”
on an unreasonable
16
16
Committee on Corporate Laws, supra
supra note
note 1 at p. 749.
17
17
CBCA,
CBCA, supra
supra note
note 12, s. 122(1).
18
18
CBCA
132-133.
CBCADiscussion
DiscussionPaper,
Paper, supra
supra note
note 14,
14, p.
p. 27,
27, paras.
paras. 132-133.
19
19
CBCA,
supra
note
13,
s.
124(5).
CBCA, supra note
(a)
was not judged
judged by
by the
the court
court or other
other competent
competent authority
authority to
to have
have committed
committed any
any fault
fault or omitted
(a)
to do anything that the individual
individual ought
ought to
tohave
have done;
done; and
fulfils
(b)
fulfilsthe
the conditions
conditionsset
set out
out in
in subsection
subsection (3).
20
20
Id. Section 124(1) provides:
provides: “A
“A corporation may indemnify
indemnify aa director or officer
officer of
ofthe
the corporation…against
corporation…against
all costs,
and expenses,
expenses,including
including an
an amount
amount paid
paid to
to settle
costs, charges
charges and
settle an
an action or
or satisfy
satisfy aa judgment,
judgment, reasonably
reasonably
incurred
incurred by the
the individual in
in respect
respect of any
any civil,
civil,criminal,
criminal,administrative
administrative or
orinvestigative
investigative or
or other
other proceeding
proceeding in
which the individual
association with
with the
the corporation
corporation or
or other
other entity.”
entity.”
individual isis involved
involvedbecause
because of that association

3
3
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21
sanction
orapproval
approvalisisnot
not
required.21
Additionally,
under
s. 120(5)
the CBCA,
the
sanction or
required.
Additionally,
under
s. 120(5)
of theofCBCA,
the granting
of
granting
indemnityofis excluded
from
the
general
rule
that
a
director
may
not
vote
on
a
contract
in
which
excluded
the general
a
contract in
22
he
or she
hasaamaterial
materialinterest.
interest.22
other
words,
director
is entitled
to vote
he or
she has
In In
other
words,
thethe
director
is entitled
to vote
forfor
contracts
contracts
which
set the
the terms
terms of
of his
his indemnification.
indemnification.

Subsection
to directors
directors before
before the
the final
final outcome
Subsection 124(2) permits advancement
advancement of expenses
expenses to
outcome
23 This reflects the view of the legislature that a director who serves
of
an
action
is
known.23
of an action is known. This reflects the view of the legislature that a director who serves a
aorporation in
ccorporation
in aa representative
representative capacity should not
not be
be required to finance
finance his
his or
or her
her own
own defence.
defence.
Moreover,
given the potentially enormous
costs of
of litigation, responsible
Moreover, given
enormous costs
responsible individuals may be
be
unwilling
thattheir
their corporation
corporation will
will have
unwilling totoserve
serve as
as directors
directors unless
unless they
they have
have assurance
assurance that
have the
the
power
There is,
is, however,
however, an
an important
important distinction
distinction between
between
power to
to advance
advance their
their expenses.
expenses. 2424 There
advancement
of expenses
and indemnification.
indemnification. Indemnification
Indemnification is retrospective,
advancement of
expenses and
retrospective, providing
providing
reimbursement
for expenses
expensesafter
afterthe
the outcome
outcomeof
of aa proceeding
is known. This
reimbursement for
proceeding is
This enables
enables the
the
individuals
making
the
decision
to
indemnify
to
do
so
on
the
basis
of
known
facts.
25 25
individuals making the decision to indemnify to do so on the basis of known facts.
Advancement of expenses
is necessarily
necessarily prospective,
prospective, so
sothat
thatthe
theindividuals
individuals making the decision
expenses is
26 For this
to
indemnify
generally
have
fewer
facts
on
which
to
base
their
to indemnify generally have fewer facts on which to base theirdecision.
decision.26
For this reason,
reason,
section
124(2) stipulates
stipulatesthat
thatifif itit is ultimately
that aa director
director has
has not
not fulfilled
fulfilled the
section 124(2)
ultimately determined
determined that
the
minimum
standards
of
conduct
necessary
for
indemnification,
the
director
must
repay
the
money
minimum standards
necessary for indemnification, the director must repay
to
the corporation.27
to the
corporation.27
The
Generally
The legislation
legislation also
also addresses
addresses indemnification
indemnification ininderivative
derivativeactions.
actions.2828Generally
29
speaking,
a
derivative
action
is
instigated
by
a
stakeholder29
of
the
corporation,
not
for the
speaking, a derivative action is instigated by a stakeholder of the corporation, not for
the
stakeholder's
direct benefit,
benefit, but for the benefit of
stakeholder's direct
of the
the corporation.
corporation. The
The stakeholder
stakeholder is
is empowered
empowered
to bring
an
action
in
the
name
of
the
corporation,
and
on
the
corporation’s
behalf,
against
bring an
in the name of the corporation, and on the corporation’s behalf, against parties
30
who
have
caused
harm
corporation.30
Often
derivative
are brought
Often
derivative
suits suits
are brought
againstagainst
officers or
who have caused harm
to to
thethe
corporation.
officers
directors
directorsorof a corporation alleging violations of
of fiduciary
fiduciaryduties
dutiesowed
owedtotothe
theshareholders.
shareholders. The
proceeds
of aa successful
successful action
action are
are paid
paid to
to the corporation rather than to the
proceeds of
the stakeholder
stakeholder who
brings
brings the
the action.

21
21

Id.
Id., s. 120(5).
23
23
Id. Section 124(2) provides:
provides: “A
“A corporation
moneysto
toaadirector,
director,officer
officer or
or other
other individual
individual
corporation may
may advance
advance moneys
for the
costs,
charges
and
expenses
of
a
proceeding
referred
to
in
subsection
(1).
The
individual
shall
repay
the costs, charges and expenses of a proceeding referred to in subsection (1). The individual shall repay the
the
moneys
the individual
individual does
not fulfill
fulfill the
(3).”
moneys ifif the
does not
the conditions
conditions of
of subsection
subsection (3).”
24
24
Committee on Corporate Laws, supra
supra note
note 1 at p. 765.
25
25
Id. at p. 765.
26
26
Id.
27
27
CBCA,
CBCA, supra
supra note
note 12, s. 124(4).
28
28
Id. Section
124(4) provides:
provides: “A
“A corporation
may with the approval
court, indemnify an individual
Section 124(4)
corporation may
approval of the court,
referred to in
moneys under
under subsection
subsection(2),
(2), in
in respect
respectof
of an
an action
action by
by or
or on behalf of the
in subsection
subsection (1), or
or advance
advance moneys
the
corporation or other entity
to
procure
a
judgment
in
its
favour,
to
which
the
individual
is
made
a
party
entity to procure
its favour, to which the individual is made a partybecause
because of
of the
the
individual’s
individual’sassociation
association with
withthe
thecorporation
corporationororother
otherentity
entityasasdescribed
describedininsubsection
subsection (1)
(1)against
against all
allcosts,
costs, charges
charges
and
expensesreasonably
reasonably
incurred
individualininconnection
connectionwith
withsuch
suchaction,
action,ififthe
theindividual
individual fulfils
fulfils the
and expenses
incurred
bybythetheindividual
the
conditions set out in subsection (3).
29
29
Id. The action is initiated
director, officer,
initiated by
by aa “complainant”,
“complainant”,who
whoisisdefined
definedatats.s. 238,
238, to
to be
be aa shareholder,
shareholder, director,
the CBCA
CBCA director,
director, or
orany
anyother
other person
person who,
who, in
in the
the discretion
discretion of
ofthe
thecourt,
court,isisaa proper
proper person
person to make
make an application.
30
30
Id. Section 239 provides for
of a derivative action.
for the
the commencement
commencement of
22
22
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There
are policy
policy reasons
reasonsfor
for refusing
refusing indemnity
indemnity to
to directors
directors who
who are
are found
found liable
liable to their
There are
company
in
derivative
actions.
Derivative
actions
put
squarely
at
issue
the
question
of whether
company
actions. Derivative actions put squarely at issue
whether
the director has
his statutory duties to the
has breached
breached his
the corporation
corporation and
and its
itsshareholders.
shareholders. ItIt seems
seems

unjust
moneytoto those
thosewho
who have
havefailed
failed to
to perform
perform their
their fiduciary
unjust to transfer
transfer shareholders’
shareholders’ money
obligations.
Additionally, if aa company
obligations. Additionally,
company were
were required
required to indemnify aa director
director for
for liabilities
liabilities
incurred by his unsuccessful
defenceof
ofaaderivative
derivativeaction,
action,then
thenindemnification
indemnification would
would involve a
unsuccessful defence
circularity
circularity of
of payment
payment that
that would
would render
render the
the derivative action
action superfluous.
superfluous. This is illustrated by
the following
following example:
example:
A stockholder
stockholder sues
sues the
the directors.
directors. He
He says,
says, “You
“You took
took aa million
million dollars
dollars from
from the
the
corporation.” He wins. The court says
to these
thesefellows,
fellows, “Pay
“Pay that
that million
million dollars
says to
dollars to the
the
corporation.”
were grossly
grossly negligent
negligentor
or guilty
guilty of
corporation.” But [the court] doesn’t
doesn’t say
say that
that they
they were
willful misconduct.
He just
or guilty
misconduct. He
just says
says that
that they
they were
were negligent
negligent or
guilty of
of ordinary
ordinary
misconduct.
misconduct. Usually
Usually courts
courts are
are quite
quite charitable
charitabletotothe
theinsiders
insidersininthese
thesecases.
cases. So
So they
they pay
pay
the million
million dollars
doesn’t get
get the
the million
million
dollars to
to the
the corporation.
corporation. The
The corporation,
corporation, however,
however, doesn’t
dollars
becausethe
thecourt
courtallows
allowsthe
theplaintiff’s
plaintiff’s counsel
fee of $100,000
out of the
dollars because
counsel aa fee
$100,000 out
the
million
milliondollar
dollarrecovery.
recovery.So
Sothe
thecorporation
corporationhas
hasrecovered
recovered $900,000.
$900,000. But
Butthe
thedefendants
defendants
are
are entitled to be indemnified for
for the
the amount
amount paid
paid the
the corporation,
corporation, so
so they
they get
get back
back the
the
$900,000
and
they
also
get
back
their
counsel
fees,
which
we
will
say
are
another
$900,000 and they also get back their counsel fees, which we will say are another
$100,000.
The net
net result
result is that the
$100,000. The
the corporation,
corporation, having
having triumphed,
triumphed, is
is $200,000
$200,000 poorer
poorer
31
than
it
was
than it was before.
before.31

Thus,
Thus, if aa corporation
corporation is permitted
permitted to
to reimburse
reimburse a director for the
the very
very amounts
amounts paid to
the corporation
corporation as
as aa judgment,
judgment, then
then aa “successful”
“successful” derivative
derivative action
action results
results in a net loss to the
32 This logic also forecloses indemnification for amounts paid to settle
corporation.32
corporation. This logic also forecloses indemnification for amounts paid to settle derivative
derivative
actions.33
derivativeactions
actionscourt
courtapproval
approval
required
a pre-condition
to
is is
required
as as
a pre-condition
to indemnification,
actions.33 InInderivative
34
indemnification,
in
in addition
addition to
todirectors
directorsmeeting
meetingminimum
minimumstandards
standardsofofconduct.34
conduct.
The implied
implied premise
premise of subsection
subsection 124(4) is that, if aa derivative action
action in
in the
the name
name of the
corporation
has
been
brought
against
a
director,
then
the
director
has
probably
not
been
acting in
in
corporation has been brought against a director, then the director has probably not been acting

35
the
interestsofofthe
thecorporation
corporation
therefore
his conduct
should
be
the interests
andand
therefore
his conduct
should
be scrutinized.
scrutinized.35
Section 124
124 of
of the CBCA does
not contemplate
contemplateindemnity
indemnity for
for actions
actions brought
brought directly
directly by
does not
a corporation
against
its
directors
for
a
breach
of
duty
to
the
corporation
although
this
would
corporation against its directors for a breach of
the corporation although
appear
to be
be authorized
under s.s. 124(b),
124(b), on
on the
the basis
appear to
authorized under
basis of the
the reference
reference to actions
actions “by… the
the
corporation”.
corporation”.This
Thissection
sectionwas
wasintended
intended to
to apply
apply only
onlytotoderivative
derivativeactions,
actions,as
as evidenced
evidenced by the
31
31

Bishop, J.W. “Indemnification
“Indemnification of
ofCorporate
Corporate Directors,
Directors, Officers
Officers and
and Employees”,
Employees”, 20 Bus. Law. 835
835 (1965)

at
at p. 841.
32
32
Notes; Indemnification of
Federal Securities
Securitiesand
andAntitrust
Antitrust Legislation”,
Legislation”,
of Directors:
Directors:The
The Problems
Problems Posed
Posed by Federal
76 Harvard L.R.,
L.R., 1403
1403 (1963)
(1963) at
at p. 1403.
33
33

Wood
v. Noma
Noma Elec.
Elec. Corp.,
Corp., 96
96 N.Y.L.J. 1121 (N.Y.
Wood v.
(N.Y. City
CityCt.
Ct.1936).
1936).Some
Someacademics
academics have
have pointed
pointed out,
out,

however, that there may be less
less objection
objection to a corporation indemnifying
indemnifyingsettlement
settlementpayments
payments because
because a corporation

can
derive tangible
benefits from
from the
can derive
tangible benefits
the prompt
prompt resolution
resolution of the
the action,
action, and
and to
to encourage
encourage rapid disposition
disposition of
refractory
refractory litigation. See,
See, for example,
example, Pillai, J.
J. &
&Tractengerg,
Tractengerg, C., “Corporate
“Corporate Indemnification
Indemnification of
of Directors
Directors and
and
Officers: Time for
15 U. Mich. LJ. Reform 101 (1982),
(1982), p.
p. 105;
105; Kuykendall,
Kuykendall, M.,
M., “A
“A Neglected
for Reappraisal”,
Reappraisal”, 15
Neglected Policy
Option:
Indemnification of
of Directors
Directors for
for Amounts
Amounts Paid
PaidtotoSettle
Settle Derivative
Derivative Suits
Suits–- Looking Past
Past “Circularity”
“Circularity” to
Option: Indemnification
Context and
and Reform”, 32 San Diego L. Rev. 1063 (1995).
34
34
CBCA,
CBCA, supra
supra note
note 12, s. 124(4).
35
35
Dickerson,
Dickerson, supra
supra note
note 10,
10, at
at p.
p. 84,
84, para.
para. 247.
247.
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marginal caption,
caption, “Indemnification in
in derivative
derivative actions”.
actions”.The
Thetext
textofofthe
thesubsection
subsection refers
refers to aa
36 being an action by the
derivative
suit
as
an
action
“by
or
on
behalf
of
the
corporation,”
36
derivative suit as an action “by or on behalf of the corporation,” being an action by the
corporation in the
that the
the action
action is commenced
commenced for
for the
the corporation,
corporation, and
and on
on behalf
behalf of the
the sense
sense that
corporation because
becauseitit is
is commenced
commenced by
by aa stakeholder
stakeholderfor
for the
the corporation’s
corporation’s benefit.
benefit. Derivative
actions
have been
beenvariously
variouslyreferred
referredtotoas
as“actions
“actions‘in
‘in the
the right of the
actions have
the corporation’,
corporation’, ‘secondary
‘secondary
37
actions
byshareholders’,
shareholders’,oror
‘actions
enforce
a secondary
onpart
the of
part
of
actions by
‘actions
to to
enforce
a secondary
rightright
on the
shareholders,’”
shareholders,’”37
and
the usual
usual definitions
definitions of the word “derivative”
and
the
“derivative” do
donot
notencompass
encompass the
the direct action
action by the
the
corporation.
corporation. While indemnification
indemnification may
may be
be appropriate
appropriate in certain direct suits, particularly when
when
the director’s
of defence
costs to
to directors
directors in such
director’s defence
defence is successful,
successful, the advancement
advancement of
defence costs
such suits
may never
be appropriate
appropriate and
and isis not
not provided
provided for by
demonstratedby
by the
the following
following
never be
by statute,
statute, as
as demonstrated
38
historical
review
of
Canadian
statutory
indemnification
historical review of Canadian statutory indemnification law.
law.38
3.
3.

HISTORICAL
OF C
CANADIAN
LAW
DEVELOPMENT OF
ANADIAN IINDEMNIFICATION
NDEMNIFICATION L
AW
HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT
a)

Indemnification
Indemnification at
at Common Law

The
by the
the company
companyfor
for liability
liability that
The notion
notion that
that a director
director should
should be
be reimbursed
reimbursed by
that he
he
incurs in service to itit derives
derives from
from the
the common
common law
law of
ofagency.
agency. The
The common
common law
law holds
holds that
that an
an
agent
shouldnot
notbear
bearliability
liability arising from simply carrying
agent should
carrying out
out his
his principal’s
principal’s instructions;
instructions; those
those
losses
more appropriately
appropriatelyrest
restwith
with the
the principal
principal who
who gives
Thereare
aretwo
losses more
gives the
the instructions.39
instructions.39 There
two
exceptions.
First, an
an agent
agentisis not
not entitled
entitled to
to seek
seek indemnity
indemnity from his principal
exceptions.
First,
principal where
where he
he carries
carries
40
out
instructionsthat
thatheheknows
knows
unlawful.40
Second,
an agent
may
notindemnification
seek
Second,
an agent
may not
seek
if
out instructions
to to
be be
unlawful.
41
indemnification
if
the
loss
is
attributed
to
his
“fault”
or
lack
of
skill
in
carrying
out
the
the loss is attributed to his “fault” or lack of skill in carrying out the task.
task.41

36
36

Id.
Comment,
“The Right
Right of
of Directors
Directors to
to Indemnification
Indemnification in Actions Brought Directly by the
Comment, “The
the Corporation:
Corporation: A
Study of BCL
at p. 744;
744; H. Henn,
BCL Sections
Sections 722 and
and 723”, 39 Fordham
Fordham L. Rev. 743 (1971) at
Henn, Law of Corporations §
358,
358, at
at 751 (2d ed.
ed. 1970).
38
38
Mazur, D. “Indemnification
“Indemnification of
of Directors
Directors in
in Actions
Actions Brought
Brought Directly
Directlyby
bythe
the Corporation:
Corporation: Must
Must the
the
Corporation Finance its Opponent’s Defence?” 19 J. Corp. L. 201 (1994).
39
39
McGuiness, K.P., Canada Business
BusinessCorporations
Corporations Law
Law (Markham, Ontario: LexisNexis,
LexisNexis, 2007),
2007), p.
p. 1091,
1091, s.
s.
11.298; Adams
Adamsv.v.Morgan
Morgan &
& Co.,[1924] 1 K.B.
[1959] 22 All
All E.R. 152.
K.B. 751;
751; Re
Re Hollebone’s Agreement
Agreement [1959]
40
40
The Koursk, [1924] P. 140 at 155; Weir v. Bell (1878), 3 Ex. D.
(C.A.). Note
D. 238
238 at 248 (C.A.).
Note that
that this
this is
is aa
separate
anddistinct
distinctissue
issuefrom
fromthat
thatof
ofthe
theright
rightof
of contribution
contribution under Ontario’s Negligence Act,
separate and
Act, R.S.O.
R.S.O. 1990, c.
N.1.
41
41
McGuiness,
supra note
note39.
39. This
This was
was decided
decidedby
by Neville,
Neville, J.,
J., in In Re
McGuiness, supra
Re Brazilian
Brazilian Rubber
Rubber Plantations
Plantations and
and
Estates
Limited, [1911]
[1911] 11 Ch.
Ch. 425
425 [“Brazilian
[“Brazilian Rubber”]
Estates Limited,
Rubber”] which
which was
was followed
followed by
byRomer,
Romer, J.,
J., at
at first
first instance
instance in In
In Re
Re
City Equitable
Limited, [1925]
[1925] Ch.
Ch. 407
Equitable Fire Insurance
Insurance Company
Company Limited,
407 [“City
[“City Equitable”];
Equitable”];see
see also
also New
New Zealand
Zealand
Farmers’ Co-operative Distributing
Zealand, [1961]
[1961] N.Z.L.R. 999. In
DistributingCo.
Co. v.
v. National
NationalMortgage
MortgageAgency
Agency Co. of New Zealand,
such
cases,the
theprincipal
principalwould
wouldremain
remainliable
liabletotothird
third persons
personsininaacivil
civil suit
suit for the torts of his
if the
such cases,
his agent,
agent, even
even if
the
principal did
not
authorize
or
know
of
such
misconduct,
or
even
if
he
forbade
the
acts,
or
disapproved
of
them,
did not authorize or know of such misconduct, or even if he forbade the acts, or disapproved of them, so
so
long as
they were
were committed
committed within
within the
of an
an agent’s
agent’s extensive
extensiveauthority.
authority. Moreover,
Moreover, if
if the principal
principal were
as they
the scope
scope of
were held
to be vicariously
the agent
agent would
would be subject
subject to an
an implied
implied
vicariously liable
liablefor
fordamages
damages caused
caused by the agent’s negligence, then the
obligation to indemnify
indemnify his
his principal
principal- –a alogical
logicalconsequence
consequence of
ofthe
the duty
dutyofofcare
care that
that an
an agent
agent owes
owes to his principal
in carrying out the principal’s
principal’s instructions.
for example,
example, Keppel
Keppelv.v.Wheeler,
Wheeler,[1927]
[1927]11K.B.
K.B.577
577(C.A.);
(C.A.); Hillcrest
Hillcrest
instructions. See,
See, for
General Leasing Ltd. v. Guelph Investments
Ltd. (1970),
(1970), 13
13 D.L.R.
D.L.R. (3d) 517
Investments Ltd.
517 at
at 522 (Ont. C.A.),
C.A.), per
perGrossberg
Grossberg Co.
Ct. J. See
Seealso
alsoMcGowan
McGowan&&Co.
Co.v.v.Dyer
Dyer(1873),
(1873),L.R.
L.R.88Q.B.
Q.B.141
141[“McGowan”].
[“McGowan”].
37
37
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The
perfectly
analogize
to the
The traditional
traditional principal-agent
principal-agent relationship
relationship does
doesnotnot
perfectly
analogize
to the
relationship of
in the strict technical
of aa director
director and
and corporation,
corporation, however.
however. Directors
Directors are
are not agents in
sense;
traditional agency
agency relationship
relationship arises
arisesprimarily
primarily in contract,
sense; aatraditional
contract, whereas
whereas a director’s powers
powers
derive from statute
rather
than
by
a
contractual
delegation
of
authority
from
the
corporation
or
statute rather than by a contractual delegation of authority

42
the
stockholderswho
whoelect
elect
them.42
Nonetheless,
as writers
pointed
out, directors
the stockholders
them.
Nonetheless,
as writers
have have
pointed
out, directors
are agents
are
agents
acting
on behalf
behalf of both the
and its shareholders
all practicality,
practicality, and
and itit is by so
acting
on
the corporation
corporation and
shareholders ininall
so
43
doing
that
they
are
exposed
to
liability.43
The
courts
of
Britain
and
Canada
share
a
doing that they are exposed to liability. The courts of Britain and Canada share a pragmatic
pragmatic
view of
of the
the unique
unique capacity
capacity of
of directors,
directors, holding
holding that
that they
theyare
areproperly
properlyconceived
conceived to
tobe
be agents
agents
44 but not only as agents. For instance, directors should also be thought
for
a
corporation,44
for a corporation, but not only as agents. For instance, directors should also be thought of as
of as for
trustees
for aa company
company with
with respect
to the
the exercise
exercise of
of their
their powers,
powers, since
since they
they cannot
cannotlawfully
lawfully
trustees
respect to
45
use
their
powers
except
for
the
company’s
benefit,
or
intended
benefit.45
It
follows,
then,
that
use their powers except for the company’s benefit, or intended benefit. It follows, then,
that
directors should also be entitled to indemnification,
losses incurred
incurred by
by them in
indemnification,as
as agents,
agents, against losses
46 A test for determining whether a
carrying
A test for determining whether a
carrying out
out their
their duties
duties on
on behalf
behalf ofofthe
thecorporation.
corporation.46
director’s impugned
act is made
on behalf
behalf of the
impugned act
made on
the corporation
corporation is to
to examine
examine whether
whether the act is
allegedly
for the
thedirector’s
director’sown
ownbenefit
benefit
benefit
of the
allegedly for
oror
forfor
thethe
benefit
of the
corporation.47
corporation.47
Thus,
directors in England
were owed
owed indemnity
indemnity from
from a corporation
Thus, directors
England and
and Canada
Canada were
corporation in
48
accordance
with
common
law
principles.48
Through
a
certificate
of
incorporation,
the
a
accordance with common law principles. Through a certificate of incorporation, the by-laws,
by-laws, a or an agreement
resolution,
approvedby
byshareholder
shareholdermajority,
majority, aacorporation
corporationcould
could indemnify
indemnify its
agreement approved
directors
at common
common law.
law. This power would
directors at
would become
become an
an obligation ifif the
the corporation
corporation agreed
agreed to
pay the legal expenses
of the
the directors.
directors. Further,
Further,an
anagent
agentcould
couldcontract
contractwith
with his
his principal
principal for
expenses of
indemnification
rights
that
were
more
or
less
extensive
then
those
provided
by
the
indemnification
that were more or less extensive then those provided
the common
common
49
law.49
law.

b)

The Rise
Rise of
of Statutes
StatutesLimiting
Limiting Indemnity
Indemnity Rights

In 1845,
1845, British
British legislation
legislation codified
codified these
these common
common law principles.
principles. The first
first statutory
statutory
50
indemnification
clause,
found
in
Britain’s
Companies
Consolidation
Act50
stated,
in
indemnification clause, found in Britain’s Companies Consolidation Act stated, in substance,
substance,
that
on behalf
that a director
director executing
executing any
any contract
contract on
behalf of
of aa company
company or
or otherwise
otherwise acting
acting on
on his
his
42
42

White, W.
W. J.
J. &
& Ewing,
Ewing,J.A.
J.A.(1901),
(1901),AATreatise
Treatise on
on Canadian
Canadian Company
Company Law, (Montreal:
(Montreal: C.
C. Theoret),
Theoret), p.
p. 283.
283.
The
agents in
in the fact that
The authors
authors note, however, that
that they
they are
are agents
that in
in many
many cases
cases their acts,
acts, otherwise voidable,
voidable, become
become
valid by
for example,
example, Charitable
Charitable Corporation v.
Atk. 400;
by the
the ratification
ratification of
ofthe
the stockholders.
stockholders. See
See for
v. Sutton,
Sutton, 2 Atk.
400; Bank
Bank v.
Rutland Ry. Co.,
Co., 30
30 Vt.
Vt. 159, 169; Grant
Grant v. United Switchlock Rail Co., 30 C.D. 135.
43
43
White,
White, Id.;
Id.; McGuiness,
McGuiness, supra
supra note
note 39
39 at
at p.
p. 1091,
1091, s.
s. 11.300.
44
44
See,
for example,
example, Halsbury’s
Halsbury’s Laws
Laws of
of England,
England, Vol. V
See, for
V (1910),
(1910), para.
para. 358,
358, which
which states:
states: “The true position
of directors
with the
directors is
is that
that of
of agents
agents for
for the
the company. As such
such they are clothed with
the powers and duties of carrying
carrying on
on the
the
whole of
of its
its business,
business, subject, however, to the
the restrictions imposed
imposed by
by the
the articles
articles and
and any
any statutory
statutory provisions.
provisions. See
See

also
Re Faure
Faure Electric Accumulator
Co. (1888),
(1888), 40
40 Ch.
Ch. D. 141. But note
also Re
Accumulator Co.
note that the director is not
not an
an agent
agent of the
the
shareholders:
Gramophoneand
andTypewriter,
Typewriter, Ltd.
Ltd. v.
v. Stanley,
Stanley,[1908]
[1908] 22 K.B.
K.B. 89, 106, C.A.
shareholders: Gramophone
45
45
Halsbury (1910), Id.,
Id., para.
para. 360.
46
46
Halsbury, Id.,
Id., para.
para. 477.
47
47
Halsbury
also McGowan,
McGowan, supra note
note 41;
41; Northern
Northern Life
Halsbury (1910),
(1910), supra
supra note
note 45,
45, para.
para. 480. See
See also
Life Assurance
Assurance Co.
of Canada
Canada v.
v. McMaster,
McMaster, Montgomery,
Montgomery,Fleury
Fleury&
& Co.,
Co., [1928]
[1928] S.C.R.
S.C.R.513
513(Q.L.)
(Q.L.)atatp.p.44ofof55[“Northern
[“Northern Life”].
Life”].
48
48
McGuiness,
McGuiness, supra
supra note
note 39,
39, at
at p.
p. 1093,
1093, s.
s. 11.301.
11.301.
49
49
Id.
50
50
No abbreviated
title isis indicated
indicatedfor
forthis
thisAct.
Act. The
TheAct
Act isis formally
formally titled
titled “An
“An Act
abbreviated title
Act for
forconsolidating
consolidating in
in One
One
Act certain
in Acts with
certain Provisions
Provisions usually
usually inserted
inserted in
with respect
respect to
to the
the Constitution
Constitution of
ofCompanies
Companies incorporated
incorporated for
carrying on Undertakings
Undertakings of
of aa public
public Nature”,
Nature”, 88 Vic.
Vic. cap.
16 (1845)
(1845) [“Companies
[“Companies Consolidation
ConsolidationAct”].
Act”].
cap. 16
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directorial powers
and was
was entitled
entitled to
to be
be indemnified
indemnified by
powers was not to be held legally
legally responsible,
responsible, and
the
company
for
all
payments
made
or
liability
incurred
in
execution
of
his
powers.51
the company for all payments made or liability incurred in execution of his powers.51 AsAs
time
time itit became
passed,
becameclear
clear that
that the
the seemingly
seemingly trivial
trivial distinction
passed,
distinction between
between directors,
directors, whose
whose powers
powers

derived
derived from statute,
statute, and
and “true” agents,
agents, whose
whose powers
powers derived
derived from
fromcontract,
contract,could
couldbebe
problematic.
Since “true”
“true” agency
problematic. Since
agency relationships
relationships were a product
product of
of contract,
contract, agents
agents who sought
sought
indemnification rights
than those
those at
at common
commonlaw
law had
hadto
to bargain
bargain with
rights that
that were
were more
more extensive
extensive than
52 Conversely, the corporation’s contractual
their
Conversely, the corporation’s contractual indemnification
their principals
principals for
forthose
those rights.
rights.52
53
indemnification
obligations
werebeing
beingcreated
created
very
people
who
would
benefit
from
them,53
so there
that
so that
obligations
were
byby
thethe
very
people
who
would
benefit
from
them,
there
were
no
effective
controls
on
the
scope
of
the
rights
that
directors
could
choose
to
allocate
were
on the scope
the rights that directors could choose
allocate to
themselves.
This resulted
resulted in company articles containing
themselves. This
containing extremely
extremely generous
generous clauses
clauses purporting
to indemnify
directors
against
the
consequences
of,
not
just
their
negligence
breach of
of duty,
indemnify directors against the consequences of, not just
negligence or breach
54 The sweeping scope of indemnification rights that companies
but
even
breach
of
trust.54
but even breach of trust. The sweeping scope of indemnification rights that companies were
were
granting their
their directors
directors provoked
provoked aa reaction from
from British
Britishand
andCanadian
Canadian legislatures,
legislatures, causing
causing them
to revise the
the statutes
statutestotoset
setminimum
minimumstandards
standardsofofconduct
conductfor
fordirectors
directorstotofulfill
fulfill in order to attain
corporate
corporate indemnification.55
indemnification.55
Britain’s ‘Companies
prohibited
implemented aa provision
provisionthatthat
prohibited
‘Companies Act,
Act, 1929
1929 56 implemented
56
indemnification
“in respect
default, breach
breachofof duty
duty or
or breach
breachof
of trust.”
trust.” An
indemnification “in
respect of any
any negligence,
negligence, default,
exception
wascarved
carvedout
outfor
foraadirector’s
director’sdefence
defencecosts
costs
arising
from
civilororcriminal
criminalliability
liability “in
“in
exception was
arising
from
civil
57 Similarly, Canada’s
which
judgment
is
given
in
his
favor
or
in
which
he
is
acquitted.”57
which judgment is given in his favor or in which he is acquitted.” Similarly, Canada’s first
first
statutory
indemnification clause,
clause,s.s.5757ofofThe
TheCanada
Canada
Joint
Stock
Companies
statutory indemnification
Joint
Stock
Companies
Act,Act,
1877,58 and
1877,58 and
Ontario’s
first
Ontario’s
first statutory
statutory indemnification
indemnification clause,
clause, s.
s. 72
72 of
ofThe
TheCorporations
Corporations Act,
Act,1953,59
1953, 59 both
both
provided
that a director
provided
that
director could
could be
be indemnified
indemnified out
out ofofcompany
company funds
funds for
forcosts,
costs,charges
charges and
and
expenses
incurred
in
the
execution
of
his
duties
as
a
director,
unless
they
were
“occasioned
by
expenses incurred in the execution of
duties
unless
60
his
own
willful
neglect
or
his own willful neglect or default”.
default”.60
51
51
52
52
53
53
54
54

Id. Section 100.

Id.
McGuiness,
McGuiness, supra
supra note
note 39,
39, at
at p.
p. 1093,
1093, s.
s. 11.302.
11.302.
Tomlinson v. Liquidators of Scottish Amalgamated
AmalgamatedSilks
SilksLimited,
Limited,[1934]
[1934] S.L.T.
S.L.T. 101
101 (HL)
(HL) at 104 per Lord

Clyde.

55
55

Notes,
Notes, Halsbury’s
Halsbury’sStatutes
Statutes of England (2 Ed.), Vol.
Vol. 33 (1949),
(1949), p.
p. 624.
19 &
& 20
23 [“Companies
[“Companies Act,
Act, 1929”].
1929”].
20 Geo. V. cap.
cap. 23
57
57
Id.,
also: Halsbury’s
Halsbury’s Statutes
Id., s.
s. 152.
152. See
See also:
Statutes (1949), supra
supra note
note 55
55 at
at p.
p. 624 (Notes).
58
58
The Canada
Joint Stock
Stock Companies
CompaniesAct,
Act,1877
1877supra
supranote
note9.9.Section
Section57
57provides:
provides:“Every
“Every Director
Director of the
Canada Joint
the
Company, and
and his heirs, executors
and administrators
administrators and
and estate
estateand
andeffects
effectsrespectively
respectively may,
may, with
with the consent
executors and
consent of
56
56

the
given at
at any
any general
meeting thereof,
thereof,from
from time
time to
to time, and
the Company,
Company, given
general meeting
and at
at all
all times,
times, be
be indemnified
indemnified saved
saved
harmless
out of the
harmless out
the funds
funds of
of the
theCompany,
Company,from
fromand
andagainst
againstall
allcharges,
charges,costs
costsand
andexpenses
expenses whatsoever
whatsoever which he
he
shall
shall or may
may sustain
sustain or incur
incur in
in or
orabout
about any
anyaction,
action, suit
suitororproceeding
proceeding which
whichshall
shallbe
bebrought,
brought, commenced
commenced or
prosecuted
againsthim,
him, for
for or in
done or permitted by
prosecuted against
in respect
respect of any
any act,
act, deed,
deed, matter or thing
thing whatsoever,
whatsoever, made,
made, done
him,
him, in
in or
or about
about the
the execution
execution of
ofthe
theduties
dutiesof
ofoffice;
office;and
andalso
alsofrom
fromand
andagainst
againstallallother
othercharges,
charges,costs
costsand
andexpenses
expenses
which he shall
shall sustain
sustain or incur, in
in or
orabout,
about, or
orininrelation
relationtotothe
theaffairs
affairsthereof,
thereof,except
exceptsuch
suchcosts,
costs, charges
charges or
expenses
asshall
shallbe
beoccasioned
occasionedbybyhis
hisown
ownwilful
wilful neglect
neglect or
or default.”
default.” This
expenses as
This wording
wordingwas
was adopted
adopted in
in The
The Companies
Companies
Act,
Act, 1902,
1902, E.
E. II,
II,c.c.15,
15,s.s.67
67(1902),
(1902),and
andsubsequent
subsequent Federal
Federal corporation
corporation statutes,
statutes, remaining essentially unaltered
unaltered in
Canada
for over 100 years,
years, until
until 1975 with
Business Corporations
Corporations Act, R.S.C. 1975, c.
Canada for
with the
the enactment
enactment of
of the
the Canada
Canada Business
44, s.
s. 124
124[“CBCA
[“CBCA (1975)”].
59
59
S.O.
S.O. 1953, c.
c. 19,
19, s.
s. 72.
60
60
Id. (emphasis
added);In
In City
City Equitable,
Equitable, supra
supra note
note 41,
41, the
the Court
Court of
of Chancery
determinedthat
that“willful
“willful
(emphasis added);
Chancery determined
neglect or default”
default” isis an
an act,
act, or
or an
an omission
omission to
to do
do an
an act,
act, where
where the
the person who acts, or omits to act, knows what
what he
he
is doing. Accordingly,
Accordingly,ififthat
thatact
actororomission
omissionamounts
amountstotoaabreach
breach of
ofthat
thatperson’s
person’s duty,
duty, and
and therefore
therefore to
to negligence,
negligence,
he
guilty of
he is not guilty
of willful
willfulneglect
neglectorordefault
defaultunless
unlesshe
heknows
knowsthat
thathe
he isis committing,
committing,and
andintends
intends to
to commit,
commit, aa breach
breach
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c)

Influential
InfluentialDevelopments
Developments in
inthe
the United
UnitedStates:
States: The
The McCollum
McCollum Case
Case

Directors’ indemnification
indemnification rights
rights were
were codified
codified ininCanada
Canada and Britain
Britain much
much earlier
earlier than
than
in the
was no
no clear
the United
United States
States where
where there
there was
clear common
common law basis
basis for indemnification.
indemnification. The
The
existence
of the right seemed
upon the
the benefit
benefit which accrued
existence of
seemed to depend
depend upon
accrued to aa corporation
corporation as
as a
result
Althoughthere
therewere
werefew
few cases
caseson
onthe
the subject,
subject,6262
a
result of
of director’s
director’s defence.
defence. 6161Although
a successful
successful
defence
of an
an action
action seemed
seemedtoto play
play aa major
major role
role in the
defence
of
the determination
determination of the
the existence
existence of aa
63
benefit
to
the
corporation.63
The
mere
fact
that
the
director
was
unsuccessful,
however,
did not
benefit to the corporation. The mere fact that the director was unsuccessful, however,
did not the
preclude
thecourts
courtsfrom
fromfinding
finding
that
a benefit
existed,
permitting
preclude
that
a benefit
existed,
thusthus
permitting
indemnification.64
indemnification.64
Following the
the 1929
1929 stock
stockmarket
marketcrash,
crash,Senate
Senate hearings
hearings on
on stock
stockexchange
exchange practices
practices
65 The U.S. Securities Act
raised
the
issue
of
director
malfeasance
into
national
visibility.65
raised the issue of director malfeasance into national visibility. The U.S. Securities Act of
66
of
1933,
the Securities
SecuritiesExchange
ExchangeAct
Actofof1934
1934and
andother
otherantitrust
antitrustlaws
laws66
were
enacted
to
were
enacted
to address
1933,
the
67
address
director
misconductand
andtotobring
bringabout
about
substantial
changes
the general
behavior
of
director misconduct
substantial
changes
in theingeneral
behavior
of directors.
directors.67
The
financial environment
environmentofofthe
the1930s
1930s
made
directors
fearful
of unfounded
derivative
The
financial
made
directors
fearful
of unfounded
derivative
suits.68 In
suits.68
In new exposures
tandem
with
of American
American directors
directors to personal
liability, indemnification
tandem with
exposures of
personal liability,
indemnificationclauses
clauses
69
became
increasingly
common
in
corporate
charters
and
bylaws.69
The
common
law
that
became increasingly common in corporate charters and bylaws. The common law waswas
that
directors
held liable
liable in derivative
directors held
derivative actions
actions for breaching
breaching their duty to
to the
the corporation
corporation were
were not

of his duty,
of not
not caring
caring whether
whether is
is act
act or
or omission is or is not a breach
duty, or
or isis recklessly
recklessly careless
careless in the sense
sense of
breach of his
duty. See
also Brazilian
Brazilian Rubber, supra note 41.
See also
61
61
See,
e.g.,Wickersham
Wickershamv.v.Crittenden,
Crittenden,106
106Cal.
Cal.329
329(1895);
(1895);Godley
Godleyv.v.Crandall
Crandall&
& Godley
Godley Co.,
Co., 181
181 App.
App. Div.
Div.
See, e.g.,
st Dep’t 1917)
75
(1st
Dep’t 1917) [“Godley”].
75 (1
62
62
[“Godley”].
See
Comment,“Corporations
“Corporations–- Indemnification
Indemnification of Management
for Litigation
Litigation Expenses”,
52 Mich.
Mich. L. Rev.
See Comment,
Management for
Expenses”, 52
Rev.
1023
(1954) at
1023 (1954)
at p.
p. 1025.
1025.
63
63
G. Washington,
Compensation334
334(1942).
(1942). For
For example,
example, in
in the
the 1906
1906 decision
Washington, Corporate Executives
Executives Compensation
decision of
th
McCourt
v.
Singers-Bigger,
145
F.
103
(8th
Cir.
1906),
unsuccessful
directors
were
denied
indemnification
McCourt v. Singers-Bigger, 145 F. 103 (8 Cir. 1906), unsuccessful directors were denied indemnification because,
because,
at p. 114, “[t]hey
“[t]hey did
didnothing
nothingtotorecover
recover or
orsave
save a trust fund, or to
to prevent
prevent its waste or dissipation, but everything in
their power to prevent its recovery or restitution to the
the original
original owner.
owner. Their
Their proceedings,
proceedings, while in
in the
the name
name of the
the
old company….were adversary
to its
its equitable
equitable rights”.
rights”.
adversary to
64
64
See,
e.g.,Kanneberg
Kannebergv.
v.Evangelical
Evangelical Creed
Creed Congregation,
Congregation, 146 Wis. 610 (1911); Godley, supra
See, e.g.,
supra note
note 61 at p.
78.
78.
65
65
Stock
Exchange Practices,
Practices, Hearings
Hearings on
84 Before
Before the
the Senate
Senate Committee
Committee on
on Banking
Banking and
and Currency,
Currency,
Stock Exchange
on S.
S. Res.
Res. 84
st Sess. (1932); Stock Exchange Practices, Hearings on S. 84 and S. 239 Before a Subcommittee
72d
Cong.,
1st
72d Cong., 1 Sess. (1932); Stock Exchange Practices, Hearings on S. 84 and S. 239 Before a Subcommittee of the
nd Sess. (1933); Stock Exchange Regulation,
of the Committee
Senate
Committeeon
onBanking
Bankingand
andCurrency,
Currency,72d
72d Cong.
Cong.22nd
Sess. (1933); Stock Exchange Regulation, Hearings
Senate
Hearings
Before
the
Before
the House Committee on Interstate and
and Foreign
Foreign Commerce
Commerce on
on H.R.
H.R. 7852,
7852, 73d
73d Cong.,
Cong., 2d
2d Sess.
Sess. (1934).
66
66

Section
14 of the
Section 14
the Clayton
Clayton Act,
Act, 38
38 Stat.
Stat. 736
736 (1914),
(1914), 15
15 U.S.C.
U.S.C. §§24
24(1955)
(1955)recognized
recognized the
the director’s
director’s

responsibility
responsibility for
forcorporate
corporate violations
violationsand
and provided
providedaa variety
varietyof
ofsanctions
sanctions which
whichcould
couldbe
be used
used against him.
67
67
Notes,
supra note
note 32
32 at
at p.
p. 1412.
1412. Although compensatory
compensatoryrelief
relief was
was one
one aim
aim of
of the
the civil
civil remedies,
Notes, supra
remedies, it was
was
clear
looked upon
whereby private
private actions
clear that
that Congress
Congress looked
upon them
them as
as aa means
means whereby
actions might
mightenforce
enforceadherence
adherence to
to standards
standards and
and
requirements
embodied in
in the
the acts.
acts. As
As one
one commentator
commentator wrote
wrote in
in 1935,
1935, “Since the Acts are partial substitutes
requirements embodied
substitutes for a
comprehensive
system of
of control
control over finance, compensation
compensation must
must assume
assumesecondary
secondaryimportance”.
importance”.Comment,
Comment,“Civil
“Civil
comprehensive system
Liability
Exchange Act”,
Act”, 44 Yale L.J. 456
Liabilityfor
forMisstatements
Misstatements ininDocuments
Documents File
FileUnder
Under Securities
Securities Act
Act and
and Securities
Securities Exchange
(1935), p. 457.
68
68
See
HanksJ.J.&&Scriggins,
Scriggins,L.
L.“Protecting
“ProtectingDirectors
Directorsand
andOfficers
Officersfrom
fromLiability
Liability –
- The
See Hanks
The Influence
Influence of
of the
the
Model
Corporation Act”,
Act”, 16
Model Business
Business Corporation
16 Bus.
Bus. Law.
Law. 33 (2000)
(2000) at
at p. 5.
69
69

Bates,
G. E,
E, &
& Zuckert,
E. M., “Directors’
Bates, G.
Zuckert, E.
“Directors’ Indemnity:
Indemnity: Corporate
Corporate Policy or Public Policy”,
Policy”, 20
20 Harv.
Harv. Bus.
Bus.

Rev.
244, (1942)
(1942) at
Rev. 244,
at p.
p. 244.
244.
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entitled to indemnification.
indemnification.Yet
Yetwhere
whereaadirector
directorsuccessfully
successfully defended
defended a derivative action, itit was
was
70
unclear
whether
a
right
to
indemnification
could
arise
under
agency
unclear whether a right to indemnification could arise under agency law.
law.70
71
Then
camethe
thesour
sourdecision
decisionininNew
NewYork
YorkDrydock
DrydockCompany
Company
McCollum71
in a
in 1939,
Then came
v. v.
McCollum
1939,
a
case
so notoriously
notoriously unpopular that its
case so
its backlash
backlash extended
extended beyond the United
United States,
States, spurring the
development
of Canada’s
Canada’s modern
modernindemnification
indemnification statutes.
statutes.In
In McCollum,
McCollum, directors
directors of
of the New
development of
York
Drydock
Company
were
sued
by
a
disgruntled
stakeholder
in
a
derivative
suit
that
York Drydock Company were sued by a disgruntled stakeholder
suit that alleged
alleged
losses
to the
the corporation
corporation of
of $11 million.
losses to
million.The
Thedirectors
directorssuccessfully
successfully defended
defended the action on the
the
72 and an appeal was subsequently dismissed for lack of prosecution.73
73
merits,72
The
merits, and an appeal was subsequently dismissed for lack of prosecution. The directors asked
directors
asked for over
the
corporation
the
corporation
over $86,000
$86,000 in
in legal
legal fees
fees and
and related
related costs.
costs. The
The corporation,
corporation, unsure
unsure of
whether
it
had
the
power
to
make
the
payment,
sought
a
declaratory
judgment
in
the
whether had the power to make the payment, sought a declaratory
in the Supreme
Supreme
74
Court
for
Onondaga
County,
New
York.
The
case
was
referred
by
consent74
a
distinguished
Court for Onondaga County, New York. The case was referred by consent to a to
distinguished
former
Leonard
B. B.
Crouch,
as as
an an
“Official
former judge
judge of the
the Court
Court ofofAppeals
AppealsofofNew
NewYork,
York,
Leonard
Crouch,
“Official
7575 At the hearing, the directors argued, first, that the corporation had an implied
Referee”.
Referee”. At the hearing, the directors argued, first, that the corporation had an implied
76
obligation
to pay
pay their
their legal
legal expenses
expensesininsuccessfully
successfully
defending
derivative
action,76
obligation to
defending
thethe
derivative
action,
second,
second,
that their successful
defence of
of aa shareholder’s
shareholder’s derivative
derivative action
action served
served “in
“in a substantial
successful defence
substantial way to
benefit
the corporation”
corporation”so
sothat
thatpayment
payment
theirreasonable
reasonable
legal
expenses
benefit the
ofoftheir
legal
expenses
werewere
justified;77 and
justified;77
finally, that
there
that and
there was
was aa social
social necessity
necessity for
for indemnification
indemnification because
because it would
would otherwise
otherwise be
be
difficult
responsiblemen
men
difficult to
to induce
induce responsible
toto
actact
as as
directors. 78
directors. 78
In considering
whether the
the corporation
corporation had
had an
animplied
implied legal
legal obligation
obligation to indemnify the
considering whether
the
directors,
Judge
Crouch
acknowledged
the
common
law
principle
that
agents,
trustees
and
directors, Judge Crouch acknowledged the common
principle that agents, trustees and
receivers
were entitled
entitled to indemnity
receivers were
indemnity for
fortheir
theirlegal
legalexpenses
expenses at common law,
law, but
but he
he rejected
rejected the
79 Contrary to the
application
of
these
analogies
to
the
director-corporation
relationship.
79
application of these analogies to the director-corporation relationship. Contrary to the
conclusion
by Canadian
and British
British courts,
conclusion reached
reached by
Canadian and
courts, Judge
Judge Crouch
Crouch stated:
stated:
So
far as
the case
case of
of principal
principal and
the analogy
analogy is
is not
So far
as the
and agent
agent is
is concerned,
concerned, the
not close
close enough
enough to
to
prevail alone…[A]
director
of
a
corporation
is
not
an
agent
either
of
the
corporation
or of
alone…[A] director of a corporation is not an agent
its
its stockholders,
stockholders, except
except in
in aa convenient
convenient rhetorical
rhetoricalsense,
sense, though
though he
he may
may sometimes
sometimes act in
the nature
nature of
of an
agent in
in dealing
dealing with third
an agent
third parties.
parties. He
He derives
derives his power
power and
and authority
neither
nor from the corporation.
neither from the
the stockholders
stockholders nor
corporation. His status
status is sui generis.
generis. His
office
creatureof
ofthe
thelaw.80
office is
is aa creature
law.80
70
70

For example,
example, in Figge v. Bergenthal,
Bergenthal, 130 Wis.
Wis. 594,
594, 109
109 N.W.
N.W. 581
581 (1906),
(1906), the
the Wisconsin
Wisconsin Supreme
Supreme Court
implied
that
success,
not
benefit,
was
the
criterion
in
saying,
at
625,
that
“if
not
case
is
made
against
defendants,
implied that success, not
the criterion in saying, at 625, that “if not case is made against defendants, itit is
not improper or unjust that the corporation should pay for the defence
of the action”. Conversely, in
defence of
in Griesse v. Lang,

37 Ohio App.
App. 553,
553, 175
175 N.E.
N.E. 222
222 (1931),
(1931), payment
payment was
was denied
denied by the
the Ohio
Ohio Court
Court of
ofAppeals
Appealsafter
afterthe
thesuccessful
successful
defence
of a stockholder’s derivative action
the court
court was
was of
of the opinion that
defence of
action because
because the
that the
the corporation
corporation had
had received
received
no benefit from
from the
the legal
legal services.
services.
71
71
16 N.Y.S.2d 844
844 (Sup.
(Sup.Ct.
Ct.1939)
1939)[“McCollum”].
[“McCollum”].
72
72
Id. With
Withthe
the exception
exception of
of one
one issue
issue which
which was
was dismissed for lack of
of evidence.
evidence.
73
73
Id. at p. 845.
74
74
See
Hanks &
& Scriggins,
Scriggins, supra
See Hanks
supra note
note 68
68 at
at p.
p. 5.
5.
75
75
Id.
76
76
McCollum,
McCollum, supra,
supra, note
note 71
71 at p. 847.
77
77
Id.
78
78
Id. at p. 850.
79
79
Id. at p. 846.
80
80
Id, at p. 847.
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Judge
Crouch concluded
concludedthat
that“there
“there is
is no
no legal obligation in
Judge Crouch
in the
the strict
stricttechnical
technicalsense
sense
81
contended
for
by
the
defendants”.81
He
then
went
on
to
explore
whether
corporations
contended for by the defendants”. He then went on to explore whether corporations could have
82
could
a
legalhave
obligationto
toindemnify
indemnifytheir
theirdirectors
directorsininthe
thewider
wider‘equitable’
‘equitable’sense.
sense.82
He found
He found
that the
a legal
obligation
83
that
the
case
law
on
reimbursement
of
successful
directors
was
scarce,83
and
cited
a
Yale
Law
case law on reimbursement of successful directors was scarce, and cited a Yale Law Journal
84 which posited that directors voluntarily assumed the risk of being sued when they
Journal
note84
which posited that directors voluntarily assumed the risk of being sued when they agreed
note
85
agreed
to
as directors.
directors.85
Judge
Crouch
concluded
a director
could
clearly
demonstrate
Judge
Crouch
concluded
that that
if a ifdirector
could
clearly
demonstrate
to the
to act
act as
to thethat, in conducting
court
his
own
defence,
he
brought
some
definite
benefit
to
the
corporation
or
conducting his own defence,
some
otherwise
conserved some
some substantial
substantialinterest
interestof
of the
the corporation,
corporation, the
the court could authorize
otherwise conserved
authorize the
86 86 The fulcrum of Judge Crouch’s decision was that the corporation had
reimbursement.
reimbursement. The fulcrum of Judge Crouch’s decision was that the corporation had not
not
received
any benefit
benefit from the
received
any
the expenditure.
expenditure. Judge
Judge Crouch
Crouch was
was of the
the opinion
opinion that,
that,because
because aa
derivative
action
is
brought
for
the
corporation’s
benefit,
a
corporation
only
stands
derivative action
the corporation’s benefit, a corporation only stands to benefit
benefit
when
the plaintiff wins.
when the
wins. He
He concluded,
concluded, “there was
was nothing
nothing to show
show that
that any
any interest
interest of the
the
corporation
had
been
conserved
or
that
the
corporation
had
received
any
benefit
from
the
corporation had been conserved or that the corporation had received any benefit
the
87
expenditure,
sothat
thatindemnification
indemnificationwas
wasunauthorized
unauthorizedand
and
illegal.”87
Judge
Crouch
Judge
Crouch
apparently
expenditure, so
illegal.”
apparently
reasoned
that, since
sincethe
thedirectors
directorswere
werenot
not liable,
liable, there
there was
was no
no recovery
recovery for the corporation and
reasoned that,
and
88
therefore,
there
could
be
no
accompanying
benefit
to
the
corporation.88
Although
therefore, there could be no accompanying benefit to the corporation. Although unstated, the
unstated,
essence
JudgeCrouch’s
Crouch’sposition
position was
wasthat
thatitit would
would be
be up to the legislature or a higher court to
essence ofofthe
Judge
fashion what he believed
believed to be
be aa new
new rule requiring indemnification
indemnification for
forlegal
legalexpenses
expenses incurred
89
by
directorsininthe
thesuccessful
successful
defence
a derivative
by directors
defence
of aofderivative
suit.
suit.89
d)
Reaction
to McCollum: The Rise
Statutes Extending
Extending Indemnity
Indemnity Rights to
Reaction to
Rise of Statutes
Successfully
Defended
Derivative
Actions
Successfully Defended Derivative
90
The
financial environment
environmentinin the
the1930s
1930smade
madedirectors
directors
fearful
“blackmailsuits”
suits”90
by
The financial
fearful
of of
“blackmail
by
stakeholders.
As noted
noted by
by one
one commentator,
commentator, “there
“there seemed
seemedtotobe
beno
no action
action which
which a director
stakeholders.
As
could
financial
loss,
notoriety
andand
all the
could take
take that
that was
was not
not surrounded
surrounded with
with the
therisk
riskofof
financial
loss,
notoriety
all the
91
annoyances
possible
from
a
long
and
bitterly
fought
law
suit”.91
McCollum
created
a
annoyances possible from a long and bitterly fought law suit”. McCollum created a ‘Catch-22’
‘Catch-22’
for directors
indemnity in the context
context of derivative lawsuits. If
If the
directors seeking
seeking indemnity
the director
director proved
proved that
he had
had not harmed
harmed the
the corporation
corporation and
and won the lawsuit, then
no
benefit
would
be
seen
then no benefit would be seen as
as being
conferred
to the
thethe
director.
conferred to
the corporation
corporation because
because it would
would not
notcollect
collecta judgment
a judgmentfrom
from
director.
Conversely,
if
the
director
lost
the
suit,
then
he
had
been
adjudged
to
have
violated
his
Conversely, the director lost the suit, then he had been adjudged to have violated his duty to
92
the
corporation and
andcould
couldnot
notthen
thenshow
showaabenefit
benefitfrom
fromhis
hisfailed
failedconduct.
conduct.92
describing
the corporation
In In
describing
the
the
81
81
82
82

Id. at p. 847.

Id.
Id. at p. 848.
84
84
Note, “Defence of Directors by Corporation Against
Against Suit
Suit Brought
Brought in
in its Behalf”,
Behalf”, 43
43 Yale
Yale L.J.
L.J. 661
661 (1934).
85
85
Id. at p. 663.
86
86
Id. at p. 849.
87
87
McCollum,
McCollum, supra
supra note
note 71
71 at p. 849.
88
88
Hanks &
& Scriggins,
Scriggins, supra
supra note
note 68
68 at p. 7.
89
89
Id. at p. 8.
90
90
Generally
speaking,the
theterm
term“blackmail
“blackmail suit”,
suit”, also
also referred
referred to
to as
asaa“strike
“strikesuit”
suit” or
or “hold-up suit”,
Generally speaking,
suit”, referred
referred
to a derivative suit brought primarily
primarilyfor
foritsitsnuisance
nuisancevalue
valueby
byaasmall
smallshareholder
shareholder whose
whose interest in the corporation
is insignificant.
insignificant. Knowing
Knowingthat
thatthe
thecost
costofofdefending
defendingsuch
suchaa suit
suit isishigh,
high,the
theshareholder
shareholder sued
sued in the hope
hope of attaining
a private settlement,
and with
with no
no intention of benefiting
settlement, and
benefiting the
the corporation
corporation on
on whose
whose behalf the suit was theoretically
brought See
See Henn
Henn &
& Alexander, The Law of Corporations
Corporations §§ 358
358 (3d
(3d ed.
ed. 1983).
91
91
Hanks &
& Scriggins,
& Zuckert,
Scriggins, supra
supra note
note 68
68 at
at p. 12; Bates &
Zuckert, supra
supra note
note 69
69 at
at p. 265.
92
92
Mazur, supra note 38.
83
83
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state
of the law
state of
law at
at the
the time,
time,one
oneauthor
author observed
observed that the
the McCollum
McCollum decision
decision turned
turned “into
93
hopeless
confusion
a
field
of
law
where
ample
bewilderment
already
hopeless confusion a field of law where ample bewilderment already existed.”
existed.”93
The reaction to McCollum
McCollum was,
was, first,
first, aa spate
spate of bylaws which
which empowered
empowered corporations to
indemnify
indemnify their
their directors
directors for
forlegal
legalexpenses
expenses incurred
incurredininsuccessfully
successfullydefended
defendedderivative
derivative
actions94
and
shortly
thereafter,
enactment
of state
legislation
authorizing
the same.
shortly
thereafter,
thethe
enactment
of state
legislation
authorizing
the same.
In 1941,
actions94 and
95 of
In
1941,
New
York
became
the
first
state
to
enact
a
statutory
indemnification
clause:
s.27-a95
New York became the first state to enact a statutory indemnification clause: s.27-a of the
the
General
CorporationLaw
Law(“GCL”).
(“GCL”).The
Thewording
wordingofofthis
thisclause
clause
substantially
similar
to
is is
soso
substantially
similar
to that
General Corporation
96
that
of
the
Canadian
indemnity
provision
then
in
existence96
that
it
must
have
served
as
a
of the Canadian indemnity provision then in existence that it must have served as a template for
template
forprovision.
New
York’s
York’s
provision.Yet
Yetthe
theCanadian
Canadian codification
codification was
was intended
intended to limit
limitwhat
whatwas
was perceived
perceived
as
overly
broad
attempts
by
corporations
to
indemnify
their
directors,
whereas
New
as
broad attempts by corporations to
directors, whereas New York’s
legislature
intended its
its statutory
statutoryprovision
provision to
to deal
dealwith
with the
the problem
problem immediately
immediately confronting
confronting itit legislature intended
to assure
directors
of
a
right
to
be
indemnified
for
the
costs
of
successfully
assure directors of a right to be indemnified for the costs of successfullydefending
defendinga a
97 Section 27-a was intended to reverse the holding of the McCollum
derivative
action.97
derivative action. Section 27-a was intended to reverse the holding of the McCollum case and
98 Thus the law of indemnification in the United States was developed
case
and
nothing
more.98
nothing
more.
Thus the law of indemnification in the United States was developed specifically
specifically
to deal with derivative
derivative actions.
actions.
The New York
that all
all of their indemnity
York drafters
drafters did
did seem
seem to recognize
recognize that
indemnity problems
problems could
99
not
besolved
solvedby
bysimply
simplyimporting
importinga a
foreign
indemnity
clause
GCL.99
Thus,
Thus,
NewNew
York
not be
foreign
indemnity
clause
intointo
theirtheir
GCL.
York
made
a
substantive
addition
to
section
27-a,
setting
out
that
indemnification
would
“not
made a substantive addition to section 27-a, setting out that indemnification would “not be
be
deemed
exclusive of
of any
any other
other rights
rights to
to which those
deemed exclusive
those indemnified may be entitled, under any by93
93

Hanks &
& Scriggins,
Scriggins, supra
supra note
note 68
68 at
at p.
p. 12;
12; Bates
Bates &
& Zuckert,
Zuckert,supra
supranote
note69
69at
at p.
p. 246.
246. As
Asstated
stated by
by Professor
Professor
Joseph
Bishop, one
one of
of the
the foremost
foremost authorities
authorities on
on the
the issue
Joseph Bishop,
issue of indemnification: “The
“The decision
decision was
was nonsense.
nonsense. A
corporation will
will practically
practicallynever
never benefit
benefit directly
directlyfrom
fromdefeating
defeatingits’
its’own
owncause
cause of
of action.
action. ItItisishard
hard to
to think
thinkofofcases
cases
in which
from inducing
which ititwould.
would.But
Butwhat
whatthe
thecourt
courtdidn’t
didn’tunderstand
understandwas
was that
that the
the benefit
benefit to
to the
the corporation comes
comes from
valuable executives
executives to
to serve
serveititby
bypromising
promising them
themprotection
protectionagainst
againstunjustified
unjustifiedlitigation.
litigation. It
It is like paying them their
salary….But the judge
judge didn’t see
that. New
New York was
see that.
was stuck with the
the so-called “benefit rule”,
rule”, that
that aa corporation
corporation had
had
no power to indemnify
individual
executives,
no
matter
how
innocent
they
were,
unless
there
is
some
direct benefit
indemnify individual executives, no matter how innocent they were, unless there
to the corporation”.
corporation”. Bishop
Bishop (1965),
(1965), supra
supra note
note 31,
31, p. 839.
94
94
Bates
& Zuckert,
& Scriggins,
Bates &
Zuckert, supra
supra note 69; Hanks &
Scriggins, supra
supra note
note 68,
68, p. 12.
95
95
Law
1941 N.Y.
N.Y.
Law of
of April
April2,2,1941,
1941,ch.
ch.209,
209,§§11[1941]
[1941]N.Y.
N.Y.Laws
Laws164th
164thSess.
Sess. 813.
813. Section
Section 27(a),
27(a), ch.209,
ch.209, 1941
Laws
corporations the
the power
powerto
to grant
grant indemnification
indemnification rights
rights to
to their directors
Laws 813, gave
gave corporations
directors through
through aa certificate
certificate of
incorporation,
bylaw or
or resolution,
except no
no indemnification
indemnification could
could be
be made
made to
to a director adjudged
liable for
incorporation, bylaw
resolution, except
adjudged liable
negligence
or misconduct.
misconduct. Section
Section 27-a
27-a states:
states:The
Thecertificate
certificateof
of incorporation…or
incorporation…or the
the bylaws…or a resolution in
negligence or
in aa
specific case…may
provide that
that each
each director
director of
of the corporation shall be indemnified by
case…may provide
by the
the corporation
corporation against
against
expenses
actually and
andnecessarily
necessarilyincurred
incurredby
byhim
him in
in connection
connection with
with the defence
defence of
of any action, suit or proceeding in
expenses actually
which is made
made a party to by
by reason
reason of his being or having
having been
been a director of the
the corporation, except
except in relation to
matters
as to
to which
which he
he shall be
be adjudged
adjudged in
in such
such action
action suit
suit or proceeding
proceeding to
to be
be liable
liable for negligence
matters as
negligence or misconduct
in the performance
performance of
of his
his duties
duties as
assuch
suchdirector…
director…(Act
(Actof
of April
April 2, 1941).
96
96
E.g., Companies
Act, R.S.C.
R.S.C. 1927,
1927, c.
c. C.27.
C.27. Section
Section 107
107 provides:
provides: “Every
“Every director of
Companies Act,
of the
the company…may,
company…may,
with
with the
the consent
consent of the
the company, may…be indemnified
indemnifiedand
and saved
saved harmless out of the funds of
of the
the company against;
(a) all
and expenses
expenseswhatsoever
whatsoeverwhich
whichsuch
suchdirector
directorsustains
sustainsororincurs
incursin
in or
or about
about any
any action,
action, suit or
all costs,
costs, charges
charges and
proceeding
which is brought, commenced
againsthim,
him, for
for or in
proceeding which
commenced or prosecuted
prosecuted against
in respect
respect of any
any act,
act, deed,
deed, matter or
thing whatsoever,
made,done
doneororpermitted
permittedby
byhim,
him,inin or
or about
about the
theexecution
executionofofhis
his duties
dutiesof
of office;
office; (b) all other
whatsoever, made,
other
costs,
chargesand
andexpenses
expenseswhich
whichhe
hesustains,
sustains,ororincurs,
incurs,ininor
orabout
aboutor
orin
in relation
relation to the affairs thereof,
costs, charges
thereof, except
except such
such
costs,
chargesor
or expenses
expensesasasare
areoccasioned
occasioned
ownwillful
willful neglect
neglect or
or default.”
default.”
costs, charges
bybyhishisown
97
97
Notes,
Notes, supra note
note 32 at pp. 1406-7.
98
98
Mazur, supra
supra note
note 38 at p. 207.
99
99
Notes,
supra note
note 32
32 at
at pp.
pp. 1406-7.
1406-7. Del.
Del. Code
Code Ann.
Ann. tit.
tit. 8, §122(1) (1943); N.Y.
Notes, supra
N.Y. Laws,
Laws, ch.
ch. 231
231 (1941),
(1941), s.
s.
27(a).
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100
law,
voteofofstockholders,
stockholders,ororotherwise”.
otherwise”.100
York
draftsmen
believed
law, agreement,
agreement, vote
TheThe
NewNew
York
draftsmen
believed
that
that courts would be
their
guided
by
public
policy
considerations
in
deciding
whether
to
enforce
be
public policy considerations in deciding whether to enforce an
an
101
indemnification
contract
or
bylaw
thatextended
extended
beyond
a statute’s
scope.101
Thisof
type
of
indemnification contract or bylaw that
beyond
a statute’s
scope.
This type
catchcatchall phrase,
phrase, known as
as a “non-exclusivity”
“non-exclusivity”clause,
clause, has
has become
become standard
standard in statutory
statutory indemnity
provisions
in
the
United
States
although
they
are
not
seen
in
Canada.
provisions in the United States although they are not seen in Canada.

Shortly
procedural clause
Shortly after
afterenacting
enactingsection
section27-a,
27-a,New
NewYork
Yorkenacted
enactedsection
section61-a,102
61-a,102 aa procedural
clause

that buttressed
buttressed section
section 27-a
27-a by endowing
endowing courts
courts with
with the
thediscretion
discretion totoassess
assess aa director’s
director’s
expenses
in
a
successful
derivative
action
as
‘special
costs’
against
the
corporation.
was in
expenses in a successful derivative action as ‘special costs’ against the corporation. ItIt was
New York’s
York’ssection
section 61-a
61-a that
that the
the origins
origins of
ofaa derivative
derivativesuit
suitbeing
beingdescribed
described as
as an action “by the
103
corporation,
or
in
the
right
of
the
corporation”
first
corporation, or in the right of the corporation” first appeared:
appeared:103
61(a) In
In any
anyaction,
action,suit
suit
or proceeding,
against
or more
officers
61(a)
or proceeding,
against
oneone
or more
officers
or or
directors…brought
by
the
corporation,
or
brought
by
or
on
behalf
of
one
or
directors…brought by the corporation, or brought by or on behalf
one or more
more
stockholders…,
the
reasonable
expenses,
including
attorneys
[sic]
fees,
of any
any party
stockholders…, the reasonable expenses, including attorneys [sic] fees, of
plaintiff
plaintiff or
orparty
partydefendant
defendant incurred
incurred ininconnection
connection with
withthe
thesuccessful
successful prosecution
prosecution or
104
defense
ofsuch
suchaction,
action,suit
suitororproceeding
proceeding
shall
assessed
the
defense of
shall
bebe
assessed
uponupon
the corporation…
corporation…104

Although section
61-a specifically
specifically referred
referred to
to actions
actions“brought
“brought by
by the
thecorporation,”
corporation,” this
section 61-a
wording is
becausethe
theNew
NewYork
York legislature
legislature did
did not actually include
is misleading
misleading and
and imprecise because
direct actions by a corporation against
its directors. This is evidenced
not only by
against its
evidenced not
by the
the purpose of
the
itself, but
First, as
the clause
clause itself,
but also
also by
by the
theofficial
officialcommentary
commentaryand
andjudicial
judicialinterpretation.105
interpretation. 105 First,
as
Professor
Mazur
has
noted,
the
purpose
of
section
61-a,
in
and
of
itself,
precluded
Professor Mazur has noted, the purpose
section 61-a,
and of itself, precludedany
any

application
to direct
direct actions
by aa corporation.
“Any party
application to
actions by
corporation. “Any
party plaintiff
plaintiff ororparty
partydefendant”
defendant” was
was
permitted
to
recover
expenses
from
the
corporation,
as
assessed
by
a
court.
The
term
“party
permitted
recover expenses from the corporation, as assessed by a court. The term
plaintiff”
sincethe
the“party
“partyplaintiff”
plaintiff” in
plaintiff”could
couldonly
onlyrefer
refertotoaaderivative
derivative stakeholder
stakeholder since
in aa direct
direct action
action
will
willbe
bethe
the corporation.
corporation. The
The section
section could
could not
notrefer
refertotodirect
directactions,
actions,because
because there would be no
reason
for a court to assess
corporation’s costs
costs against
againstitself.
itself. Notwithstanding
Notwithstanding the reference
reason for
assess aacorporation’s
reference to

100
100
101
101

Del. Code Ann. tit.
tit. 8,
8, §122(1)
§122(1) (1943);
(1943); N.Y.
N.Y.Laws,
Laws,ch.
ch. 231
231 (1941),
(1941), s.
s. 27(a).
See,
for example,
example, Bishop,
Bishop, J.
J. “Sitting
“Sitting Ducks and Decoys:
Decoys: New Trends
Trends in
in the Indemnification of
See, for
of Corporate
Corporate

Directors
and Officers”,
Officers”, 77
77 Yale
D.A., “Limits
Directors and
Yale L.J. 1078
1078 (1968).
(1968). As stated
stated by Oosterle,
Oosterle, D.A.,
“Limits on
on aaCorporation’s
Corporation’s
Protection
and Officers
Officers From
From Personal
PersonalLiability”,
Liability”, (1983)
Protection of its Directors and
(1983) Wis.
Wis. L.
L. Rev.
Rev. 513
513 at
at 539:
539: “…[T]he
“…[T]hestatutes
statutes
establish
minimum permissible
permissiblelevel
levelof
of indemnification
indemnification and
and allow
allow courts
courts to
to expand
expand that
that level
level if
if they
establish aa minimum
they are
are so
so
inclined. The draftsmen thus
thus attempted
attemptedto
tocut
cutoff
off budding
budding restrictive
restrictive judicial
judicial precedent
whatever liberal
liberal
precedent while saving whatever
treatments
could be
be coaxed
coaxedout
outof
of the
the courts”.
courts”. In the
treatments could
the interim,
interim, aa number
number of
ofcourts
courts had
had rejected
rejected the
the reasoning
reasoning in
McCollum
public policy
McCollum and
and abandoned
abandoned the benefit theory,
theory, based
based upon the same
same public
policyconsiderations
considerations as
as was
was intended
intended the
the
statutory
provisions. For
For example,
example, the
the New
New Jersey
Jerseycourt
courtin
in Solimine
Solimine v.
v. Hollander
Hollander 129
129 N.J.
N.J. Eq. 246, 19 A.2d. 344
statutory provisions.
344
(Ch.
and the
the Supreme
SupremeCourt
Courtofof Minnesota
MinnesotaininIn
In re
re Dissolution
of E.C.
Co, 232
(Ch. 1941)
1941) and
Dissolution of
E.C. Warner
Warner Co,
232 Minn. 207,
207, 45
45
N.W.2d,
had aided
aided the
the corporation
corporation by defending the
N.W.2d, 388
388 (1950)
(1950) emphasized
emphasized that the directors’
directors’ successful
successful defences
defences had
“corporate image”
image” and
and retaining
retaining in
inoffice
officethe
thechosen
chosenrepresentatives
representatives of
of the
the shareholders.
shareholders. Recognition was also given
to the necessity
necessity for
for insulating directors
directors from the risk of
if the
of sizable
sizable litigation
litigationexpenses
expenses if
the corporation
corporation were
were to attract
attract
qualified persons.
Moreover,
a
public
purpose
was
thought
to
be
served
by
indemnification,
particular
persons. Moreover, a
purpose was
be served
indemnification, particular emphasis
emphasis
being placed on encouraging
encouraging directors
directors to contest
contest “strike
“strike suits”
suits” brought
brought for
forthe
thesole
sole purpose
purpose of
of coercing
coercing settlements.
settlements.
102
102
th
Law
ch. 350,
350, §§11[1941]
[1941]N.Y.
N.Y.Laws
Laws164
164th
Sess.
1034
(repealed
Law of
of April
April 14,
14, 1941,
1941, ch.
Sess.
1034
(repealed
1945).
103
103
1945). supra
Mazur,
supra note
note 38 at p. 207.
104
104
Section
61-aof
of the
the New
New York
York General
Law, ch.
ch. 350,
350, 1941
1941N.Y.
N.Y. Laws
Laws 1034
1034(Act
(Act of
of April
Section 61-a
General Law,
April 14,
14, 1941).
1941).
(emphasis
(emphasis added).
added).
105
105
Mazur, supra
supra note
note 38 at p. 207.
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actions
thethe
corporation
against
directors
were
notnot
actions “by aa corporation”,
corporation”,direct
directsuits
suitsbyby
corporation
againstits its
directors
were

contemplated.106
contemplated.106

That the legislature
laws to protect directors
sued directly
directly by their
legislature did not intend
intend these
these laws
directors sued
corporations
is further evidenced
evidenced by
by the
the amendments
amendmentstotoNew
NewYork’s
York’s indemnity provisions four
corporations is
107
years
later.107
1945,
pursuant
to recommendations
by York’s
New York’s
Law Revision
In In
1945,
pursuant
to recommendations
by New
Law Revision
Commission,
years later.
Commission,
the
phrase“brought
“brought by
by the
the corporation
corporation or brought on
the phrase
on its
its behalf”
behalf”ininsection
section61-a
61-awas
was replaced
replaced
with the
the words
words “action suit
suit or
orproceeding”
proceeding”(a(aphrase
phrase that
that was
was first utilized
utilized in
inCanada’s
Canada’s Joint
108
Stock
CompaniesAct,
Act,1877).
1877).108
Since
York’s
section
the phrase
“action,
Since
NewNew
York’s
section
27-a27-a
usedused
the phrase
“action,
suit or
Stock Companies
suit or
proceeding”,
the Law
Law Revision
Revision Commission
Commission proposed
proposed that the wording
wording in
in section
section 27-a
27-a and
and 61-a
be
consistent. These
These sections
sectionswere
wererenumbered
renumberedasassections
sections63
63and
and64
64of
of the
the GCL.
GCL. The
be made
made consistent.
Commission
proposed that
that former section
Commission proposed
section 61-a
61-a be
be expanded
expanded to set
set up
upbetter
betterprocedural
procedural
machinery
for
enforcing
reimbursement
by
a
corporation
of
litigation
expenses
of
its
directors
machinery
reimbursement by a corporation
litigation expenses
directors
and
and officers in
in derivative
derivative actions.
actions. These
These new
new clauses
clauses dealing with
with the
the procedural
procedural aspects
aspects of
indemnification
wereinserted
insertedasas
sections
numbered
66,and
67 68.
and10968.109
Theamendments
1945
indemnification were
sections
numbered
65, 65,
66, 67
The 1945
amendments
were
codified as
as aa new
new “Article 6A”
were codified
6A”ofofNew
NewYork’s
York’sgeneral
generalcompany
company law.
law.Article
Article6A
6Awas
was
inserted
as an
an addendum
addendumtotothe
the section
sectionof
of company
companylaw
law dealing
dealing solely
solely with derivative
inserted as
derivative suits,
suits,
“Article
“Article 6.”110
6.”110
Notwithstanding that “action,
“action, suit
suit or
orproceeding”
proceeding”isisseemingly
seemingly broader
broader than the wording
of the former section
section 61-a,
61-a,“brought
“brought by
by the
thecorporation
corporation or
or brought
brought on
on its
its behalf”,
behalf”, the
the New
New York
York
legislature did not intend
to extend
extend the
the scope
scopeofofthe
thenew
newArticle
Article 6A
6A beyond derivative
intend the change
change to
111
actions.111
The
official
commentary
to
the
GCL
stated
that
“[a]ll
essential
provisions
of
of section
actions. The official commentary to the GCL stated that “[a]ll essential provisions
section
61-a which regulate the
the granting
granting of allowances
in actions
actions brought
brought on behalf of a corporation
corporation are
allowances in
are
112
incorporated
in
new
sections
64
67,
inclusive…”,112
and
further,
incorporated in new sections 64 - 67, inclusive…”, and further, that :
that :
This section
the essential
essential provisions
provisions of
of the
the present
present section
section 61-a
61-aproviding
providing for
section embodies
embodies the
the
assessmentofofcertain
certainlitigation
litigation expenses
expensesas
as“special
“specialcosts”
costs”of
of aa derivative
derivative action in
the assessment
in so
so
far
as
that
section
applies
to
defendant
officers
and
directors.
It
broadens
the
scope
of
that
far as that section applies to defendant officers and directors. It broadens the scope of that
section in several
in order to make itit consistent
several respects
respects in
consistent with
withsection
section27-a,
27-a, amended
amended and
and
113
renumbered
as
section
63
by
these
renumbered as section 63 by these amendments.
amendments.113

The New York
York courts
that the
the phrase
phrase“by
“byor
or on
onbehalf
behalfof
ofaacorporation”
corporation” refers
courts concluded that
refers
114 In Schwartz v. General Aniline & Film Corp.,115
only
to
derivative
actions.114
NewYork
only to derivative actions. In Schwartz v. General Aniline & Film Corp.,115 thetheNew
York
Court
the Article extended
Court of Appeal
Appeal was
was asked
asked to
to determine
determine whether
whether the
extended indemnity
indemnity rights
rights to
directors
chargedby
by the
the government
governmentwith
with criminal
criminal antitrust
violations. The
The court
directors charged
antitrust violations.
court held
held that
that
indemnification
provisions under
under Article 6A could
indemnification provisions
could not
notencompass
encompass the
the costs
costs of aa criminal
criminal
106
106
107
107
108
108
109
109
110
110
111
111
112
112
113
113
114
114
115
115

Id. at p.
p. 207.
207.
Id. at p. 208.
Id.
Id.
Schwartz
v. General
GeneralAniline
Aniline &
& Film Corp., 113 N.E.2d 533 (N.Y. 1953) [“Schwartz”],
[“Schwartz”], at
Schwartz v.
at p.
p. 536.
536.
Mazur, supra
supra note
note 38 at p. 208.
Id. at p. 208. Act of
of April
April18,
18,1945,
1945,ch.
ch.869,
869,1945
1945 N.Y.
N.Y.Laws
Laws1971
1971(emphasis
(emphasis added).
added).
Act
Act of
of April
April18,
18,1945,
1945,Id.
Id.atat1973
1973(emphasis
(emphasis added).
added).

Id.
Schwartz,
supra note
110.
Schwartz, supra
note 110.
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defence.
Thecourt
court reviewed
reviewedthe
thehistory
historyof
of New
New York’s
York’s indemnity legislation
defence. The
legislation and
and affirmed that
that
the provisions were adopted
in
response
to
McCollum,
a
derivative
suit,
and
were
only
intended
adopted in response to McCollum, a
intended
to cover derivative suits.
suits. Article
Article 6,
Article6-A
6-Awas
wasaa supplement
supplement to Article
6, which
which authorized
authorized derivative
116
suits,
sothat
thatthe
thetwo
twoarticles
articleswere
were
required
to be
considered
in conjunction.116
In
suits, so
required
to be
considered
in conjunction.
In Schwartz,
suits
Schwartz,
suits
brought
derivative suits
suits under
underNew
NewYork’s
York’s Article
Article
brought “by or on behalf of a corporation” referred
referred to derivative
6.
No expanded
expandedscope
scope
was
intended
the wording
6. No
was
intended
fromfrom
the wording
“by”.117
“by”.117
The Schwartz
court speculated
speculatedasastotowhy
why the
the legislature
legislature used
usedthe
theterm
term“action,
“action, suit
suit or
Schwartz court
proceeding”
in
the
former
section
27-a
and
in
amended
sections
63
and
64
if
it
did
not
mean
all
proceeding” in the former section 27-a and in amended sections 63 and 64 if it
mean all
actions,
proceedings instead
insteadof
of just
just derivative
derivative actions.
actions, suits or proceedings
actions. The court concluded
concluded that, although
the legislature
legislature was
was only
only considering
considering derivative
derivative suits,
suits, the
the phrase
phrase“any
“anyaction
action suit
suit or
or proceeding”
118
was
intended
to
cover
all
procedural
bases
for
bringing
derivative
was intended to cover all procedural bases for bringing derivative suits.
suits.118
Notwithstanding
the original
original reference
referencetotoactions
actions“by
“bythe
thecorporation”
corporation” in
in New
New York’s
Notwithstanding the
indemnity
that direct
direct actions
indemnity law, there
there is
is substantial
substantial evidence
evidence that
actions by the
the corporation
corporation were not
not
contemplated:
first,
the
fact
that
New
York’s
indemnity
provisions
were
enacted
specifically
to
contemplated: first, the fact that
York’s indemnity provisions were enacted
deal
deal with the
the problem of
of McCollum,
McCollum,aa derivative
derivativeaction;
action;second,
second, the
the fact
fact that
that the
the purpose
purpose of the
clause
in
which
that
wording
arose
could
not
apply
to
direct
actions
in
any
event;
third
clause in
wording arose
direct actions in any event; third the
the nature
nature
of the
amendmentsand
andcommentary
commentarytotothe
theGCL,
GCL, which
which speak
speak to
to the
the fact
fact that “by the
the subsequent
subsequent amendments
corporation”
corporation” referred
referred only
only to
toderivative
derivativeactions,
actions, not
not to
todirect
directactions
actions by
bythe
the corporation
corporation against
against
its directors;
and fourth,
fourth, the
the fact
fact that
that the
the reasoning
reasoningof
of New
New York’s
York’s judiciary is
directors; and
is consistent
consistent with
this conclusion.

In 1943,
of New
New York’s original
1943, two years
years after the enactment
enactment of
original indemnification
indemnification statute,
statute,
Delaware
adopted
its
first
statute
authorizing
corporations
to
indemnify
directors
for
successful
Delaware adopted its first statute
corporations indemnify directors for successful
derivative actions. It was modeled
modeled on
on the
the New
New York
York indemnification
indemnification provisions
provisions and
and included the
119
phrase
“action,
suit
or
proceeding”.119
In
1946,
the
Committee
on
Corporate
Law
submitted a
phrase “action, suit or proceeding”. In 1946, the Committee on Corporate Law
submitted
a
“Draft
CorporationAct”
Act” which itit posited
“Draft of
ofSuggested
Suggested Form of Business
Business Corporation
posited could be helpful to the
the
120
states
in amending
their various
various business
businesscorporation
corporationlaws.
laws.120
Four
years
later,
1950,
states in
amending their
Four
years
later,
in in
1950,
the
the
Committee
presenteditsitsfirst
first version
versionof
of the
the Model
Model Business
CorporationsAct
Act(“MBCA”).121
Committee
presented
Business Corporations
(“MBCA”).121
Section
3,dealing
dealingwith
withindemnity,
indemnity,had
hadbeen
been
heavily
influenced
1943
Delaware
Section 3,
heavily
influenced
by by
thethe
1943
Delaware
statute,122
statute,122
which had in turn been
influenced by New York’s
purported to
to indemnify
been influenced
York’s statute.
statute. Each
Each of them purported
directors for expenses
in defending
defending an
an “action
“action suit or proceeding”
expenses in
proceeding” as
as a result of
of his
his service
service to the

corporation,
thethe
first first
statutory
corporation, absent
absent a judgment
judgment ofofnegligence
negligenceorormisconduct.
misconduct.Thus,
Thus,
statutory
indemnification schemes
appearinginin the
the United
United States,
States,including
including that
thatof
of New
New York, Delaware
schemes appearing
Delaware
and
the MBCA
MBCA were
and the
were all
allintended
intended to
to assure
assure indemnification
indemnification exclusively for directors
directors sued
sued in
derivative actions, and who were not held liable for
for negligence
negligence or misconduct.

116
116

Id. at p. 535.
Mazur, supra
supra note
note 38 at p. 208.
118
118
Schwartz,
supra
113.
Schwartz, supra note
note 113.
119
119
44 Del. Laws ch. 125 (1943), s. 122(1)
See
alsoArsht,
Arsht, S.S.
S.S.“Indemnification
“Indemnification Under Section 145 of the Delaware
Delaware General
General Corporation
Corporation Law”,
Law”, 3 Del. J.
See also
J. Corp.
L. 176 (1978);
(1978); Hanks
Hanks &
& Scriggins,
Scriggins, supra
supra note
note 68
68 at p. 14.
120
120
Hanks & Scriggins, Id.
Id. at
at p. 15.
121
121
Model
Model Business
Business Corporations Act (Revised), 6 Bus. Law. 1 app. (1950); Id.
122
122
Hanks &
& Scriggins,
Scriggins, supra
supra note
note 68
68 at
at p. 15.
117
117
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e)
e)

The Rise
Indemnity
Rights
to Actions
Rise ofofStatutes
StatutesExpressly
ExpresslyExtending
Extending
Indemnity
Rights
to Actions
Brought by Third
Third Parties
Parties

The state
statutes were
were intended
intendedonly
only to
to address
indemnification in derivative
state statutes
address indemnification
derivative actions;
actions;
they
did
not
settle
questions
about
the
propriety
of
indemnification
in
third-party
they did not settle questions about the propriety of indemnification in third-party proceedings.123
proceedings.123
Although
there
to deny
deny indemnity
indemnity in derivative
Although
there were good policy
policy reasons
reasons to
derivative actions
actions where
where directors
were found to breach
a
duty
to
the
corporation,
in
proceedings
brought
against
a
breach
the
in proceedings
a director by the
government or by private third
third parties
parties the
the question
question of
of whether
whether aa director
director had
had properly
properly discharged
discharged
his duty to the corporation was
usually
not
in
issue.
Actions
brought
by
third
parties
was
in issue.
parties might not
be based
basedon
onany
anywrongdoing
wrongdoing to
to the
the corporation
corporation at
at all,
all, but rather
rather on
on something
something which
which the director
may
have
done
on
the
corporation’s
behalf
or
for
its
benefit,
but
which
was
may have done on the corporation’s behalf or for
benefit, but which was alleged
alleged to
to have
have
124
harmed
a
third
party.124
In
such
cases,
the
issue
of
whether
the
director
was
found
liable
for
harmed a third party. In such cases, the issue of whether the director was found liable
125
for
negligence
or
misconduct
to
the
third
party
would
not
trigger
the
same
policy
negligence or misconduct to the third party would not trigger the same policy concerns. Yet,
concerns.125
Yet, concern
there
was aa general
general
concernthat
thatthe
thebroad
broadreference
referencetotothe
the“action,
“action,suit
suit or
or proceeding” used
there was
used in
most state
be interpreted
interpretedby
by courts
courts to
to include actions
state indemnity statutes
statutes might nonetheless
nonetheless be
actions by
third parties,
thereby limiting
limiting aa corporation’s
parties, thereby
corporation’s ability
ability to
toindemnify
indemnifyits
itsdirectors
directorsininthose
thosecases,
cases,
based
onthe
theoverly-restrictive
overly-restrictive
statutory
criteria
intended
specifically
for derivative
based on
statutory
criteria
intended
specifically
for derivative
suits.126
suits.126
In 1961, in
to these
theseconcerns,
concerns,New
NewYork
York revamped
revampedits
its statutory
statutory indemnification
indemnification
in response
response to
scheme
to
deal
expressly
with
actions
brought
against
directors
by
third
parties,
by
scheme to deal expressly with actions brought against directors by third parties, bystandards
standards that
that
127
were
different and
and more
morelenient
lenientthan
thanininthe
thecase
caseofofderivative
derivativesuits.
suits.127
Sections
63
Sections
63 through
68,
were different
through 68,Article
comprising
6A
of
New
York’s
GCL
were
renumbered
once
again
as
sections
721
through
Article 6A of New York’s GCL were renumbered once again as sections
727. These
amendmentsrevived
revivedthe
theclumsy
clumsy reference
referencetotoaaderivative
derivative action
action first
first seen
in the old
These amendments
seen in
section
61-a,
and
which
persists
in
modern
Canadian
indemnification
legislation.
Section
section 61-a, and
persists
modern Canadian
Section 722
722
addressed
indemnification where
where aa director
director was
was faced
faced with
with a derivative action, which
addressed indemnification
which the
the statute
statute
referred
to as
asan
anaction
action“by
“byor
orin
in the
theright
right of
of the
the corporation.”
corporation.” As
official comment
referred to
As noted
noted by the official
comment
to section
section 722: “[t]his
“[t]hissection
section isisaasubstantial
substantial re-enactment
re-enactment of General
General Corporation
Corporation Law §63,
§63,
128
modified
to the
the extent
extentthat
thatitithas
hasbeen
been
made
applicable
to derivative
actions
only”.128
modified to
made
applicable
to derivative
actions
only”.
Under this
Under
section,
corporation could
could not
not indemnify
indemnify a
liable to his
section,this
aa corporation
a director
director who
who had
had been
been adjudged
adjudged liable
his
129
corporation
derivativesuit,
suit,either
either
legal
expenses
orthe
for amount
the amount
the
corporation ininaaderivative
forfor
legal
expenses
or for
of theofjudgment.
judgment.129
Section
723 dealt
dealt with actions
Section 723
actions brought by the
the government
government or third
third parties,
parties, referred
referred to
to as
as
130 The only requirement
actions
“other
than
one[s]
by
or
in
the
right
of
the
corporation.”130
actions “other than one[s] by or in the right of the corporation.” The only requirement for
for
indemnification in
in third
third party
party suits
suits was
was the
the finding
finding by
bythe
the director
director that
that the
the corporation
corporation acted
acted in
good faith and
The more
more lenient standard
standard for
for indemnification
and in
in the
the corporation’s
corporation’s best
best interests.
interests. The
in third-party
third-partysuits
suits was
was justified
justifiedby
bythe
thelegislature
legislatureon
onthe
thebasis
basis that
that the
the director
directorhad
had not
not breached
breached

123
123
124
124
125
125

Notes,
Notes, supra note
note 32
32 at
at p.
p. 1403.
1403.
Tomlinson, supra note 54.

As noted
Bishop, J.,
J., “Current
“Current Status
Statusof
of Corporate
CorporateDirectors’
Directors’Right
Right to
to Indemnification”,
Indemnification”, 69 Harv. Law.
noted by Bishop,

Rev.
1057 (1956)
Rev. 1057
(1956)atatp.p.1058.
1058.See
See also
also Notes,
Notes, supra
supra note
note 33
33 at
at p.
p. 1403.
1403.
126
126
Bishop, Id.
Id. at
at p.
p. 1073;
1073; Notes;
Notes; Indemnification
IndemnificationofofDirectors:
Directors:The
TheProblems
ProblemsPosed
Posed by
byFederal
Federal Securities
Securities and
and
Antitrust
Antitrust Legislation”,
Legislation”,76
76Harvard
HarvardL.R.,
L.R.,1403
1403(1963)
(1963) at
at p.
p. 1403.
1403.
127
127
N.Y.
N.Y. Bus.
Bus. Corp. Law §§ 721-27 (McKinney 1963).
128
128
Id., §723 CMT.
CMT.
129
129
Mazur, supra note 38 at p. 211, fn. 55.
130
130
N.Y.
N.Y. Bus.
Bus. Corp.
Corp. Law,
Law, supra
supra note
note 127
127 §§ 721-27.
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131
any
fiduciary duty
duty owed
owed to
to his
his corporation.
corporation.131
explained
official
comment
to
any fiduciary
AsAs
explained
byby
thethe
official
comment
to section
section
723:

The
of this
this section
is to codify
The purpose
purpose of
section is
codify the
the common
common law principle
principle that
that directors
directors or
officers are
paid in
are reimbursable
reimbursable by the corporation
corporation for
for expenses
expenses incurred and amounts
amounts paid
defense
of
actions
or
proceedings
other
than
derivative
actions…In
contrast
defense of actions
proceedings other than derivative actions…In contrast with
indemnification in derivative
derivative actions,
actions, indemnification
indemnification isis permissible
permissible under
under this
this section
section
for expenses
incurred and
and amounts
amounts paid
paid in settling threatened
as well as
expenses incurred
threatened as
as pending
pending nonderivative
actions or
or proceedings.132
derivative actions
proceedings.132

In addition
revisions to the New York
addition to
to sections
sections 722 and 723, the revisions
York statutory
statutory scheme
scheme in
1961
includedother
othersections
sectionsdealing
dealing
with
procedural
aspects
of indemnification
1961 included
with
thethe
procedural
aspects
of indemnification
rights.133 In
rights.133
In
1967,
the drafters
drafters
of the Delaware
Delaware corporation
corporation law and the Committee
Committee on Corporate
Corporate Laws,
Laws, joined
of
together,
using at
at least
least one
onecommon
commondrafter,
drafter,to
to revise
revise their
their indemnification
indemnification provisions by using
together, using
134 After the collaboration, the Delaware indemnification
the
New
York
model
as
a
guide.
134
the New York model as a guide.
After the collaboration, the Delaware indemnification
135 Like the New York statutes, both the
provisions
and the
Like the New York statutes, both the
provisions and
the MBCA
MBCA were
were almost
almost identical.
identical.135
Delaware
statute
and
the
MBCA
granted
indemnification
rights in two
Delaware statute and the MBCA granted indemnification rights
twogeneral
general categories
categories of
litigation,
litigation, derivative
derivative suits
suits and
and third
third party
party suits.
suits. As
As aa result,
result, almost
almost every
every indemnification
indemnification statute
statute
in the
United
States,
whether
modeled
on
the
indemnity
law
from
New
York,
Delaware
the United States, whether modeled on the indemnity law from
Delaware or the
the
136 The phrase “by or in the right of
MBCA,
ultimately
is
rooted
in
the
New
York
model.136
MBCA, ultimately is rooted in the New York model. The phrase “by or in the right of the
the
corporation”
corporation” found
found its
its way
wayinto
intothe
theindemnification
indemnificationstatutes
statutes of
of forty-six
forty-sixofofthe
thefifty
fifty states.137
states.137
Both
Delaware
and the
the MBCA copied
verbatim from the 1961 New York
Delaware and
copied the
the phrase
phrase verbatim
York sections
sections
722 and
and 723,
723, even
eventhough
thoughthey,
they,like
like New
New York,
York, never intended
intended that
that indemnification
indemnification rights apply
to suits
director for breach
suits actually
actually brought
brought directly by aa corporation
corporation against
against aa director
breach of fiduciary
fiduciary
duty.138
duty.138
In the more than 50 years
years since
sincethe
theenactment
enactmentofofthe
theoriginal
originalNew
NewYork
York indemnification
statute,
not
one
reported
decision
considered
whether
direct
actions
by
the
corporation
statute,
one reported
considered whether direct
corporation had
had been
been

139
contemplated
bythe
thestatute,
statute,139
review
article
addressed
the issue.
The
contemplated by
andand
onlyonly
oneone
law law
review
article
addressed
the issue.
The article
article
was
within the
was written by
by aa student in 1971, who concluded that director suits were within
the scope
scope of the
New York indemnification
basedentirely
entirelyon
onthe
theword
word“by”
“by”inin “by
“by or in the right of the
indemnification statute
statute based
the
corporation”. Instead
the precision
precision of
of this
this phrase
phrasein
in light
light of the legislative history
Instead of questioning the
131
131

Cheek,
J.H. “Control
“Control of
Cheek, J.H.
of Corporate
Corporate Indemnification:
Indemnification:AAProposed
Proposed Statute”,
Statute”, 22
22 Vand.
Vand. L.
L. Rev.
Rev. 255
255 (1969)
(1969) at
at p.
278;
278; Bishop,
Bishop, supra
supra note
note 125
125 at
at p.
p. 1073.
1073.
132
132
N.Y.
N.Y. Bus.
Bus. Corp.
Corp. Law,
Law,supra
supranote
note127,
127,§723
§723cmt.
cmt.(emphasis
(emphasis added).
added).
133
133
Mazur, supra note 38.
134
134
Hanks &
& Scriggins,
Scriggins, supra
supra note
note 68 at p. 16; Mazur, Id.
Id. at
at p. 212.
135
135
Hanks & Scriggins, Id. at p. 17; Mazur, Id.
136
136
Mazur, Id.
137
137
See
Bishop, J.,
J., “The
“The Law of Corporate Officers and Directors: Indemnification
See Bishop,
Indemnification and
and Insurance”,
Insurance”, §§6.08-.58
§§6.08-.58
(1981 & Supp.
1992); Mazur, Id.
Supp. 1992);
138
138
Mazur, Id.
Id. As
As noted
noted by
by the
the author,
author, there
there is
is no
no indication
indicationthat
thatthe
the drafters
drafters ever
ever intended
intended the acts to apply to
direct suits by the
the corporation.
corporation. The
The official
official comments
to
the
MBCA
repeatedly
refer
to
subsection(b)
(b)–- suits
suits “by
“by or
comments to the MBCA repeatedly refer to subsection

in the right of
of the
the corporation”
corporation” -–only
onlyininterms
termsofofderivative
derivativeactions:
actions: “[S]ubsection
“[S]ubsection (a)
(a) deals
deals with third
third party
party suits;
suits;
subsection
(b) with
with derivative actions…Under (b), which pertains to derivative actions,
actions, indemnification
indemnification is permitted
subsection (b)
only for
of conduct
conduct is
is applicable
applicable both
both in
in third party
for expenses…A
expenses…A new standard
standard of
party suits
suits and
and in respect
respect of derivative
derivative
actions…In
respectof
of aa derivative
derivative action
action itit is provided
provided in subsection
(b)…”, Model Business
Corp. Act
Act § 5 cmt.
actions…In respect
subsection (b)…”,
Business Corp.
(1969).
139
139
Mazur, Id.
Id. at
at p. 214.
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and
at face
that the
the official
and official comment,
comment, the author
author took the
the phrase
phrase at
face value
value and
and decided
decided that
140
comment
must
have
been
misguided
and
comment must have been misguided and incorrect.
incorrect.140
f)
Changes
Section
124124
of the
Changes to Canada’s
Canada’s Federal
Federal Indemnification
IndemnificationLaws:
Laws:
Section
of the
CBCA
Throughout the development
development of indemnification
indemnification statutes
statutes in
in the
the United
UnitedStates,
States, Canada’s
Canada’s
indemnity
persistedinin the
the form first
indemnity legislation
legislation persisted
first enacted
enacted in the
the Joint
Joint Stock
Stock Companies
Companies Act,
1877.141
1974,
a three-man
committee
ledRobert
by Robert
Dickerson
recommended
an of
1974,
a three-man
committee
led by
Dickerson
recommended
an overhaul
1877.141 InIn
142
overhaul
ofcorporationlaw.
Canada’s
law.142
Dickerson’s
committee
proposed
a Act
Draftthat
Actradically
that radically
Dickerson’s
committee
proposed
a Draft
changed
Canada’s corporation
changed
Canadian
company
law
by
following
the
enabling
philosophy
behind
the
company
law
Canadian company law by following the enabling
behind the company law of New
143
York,
Delaware
and
the
MBCA.143Among
the
committee’s
numerous
proposed
changes
proposed
changes
were
York, Delaware and the MBCA. Among the committee’s numerous
were
indemnity
provisions
and
the
creation
of
a
statutory
derivative
action
along
American
indemnity provisions and the creation of a statutory derivative action along American lines.144
lines.144 acknowledged
Dickerson
acknowledgedthat
that
amendments
“much
influenced
byNew
the York
New York
Dickerson
hishis
amendments
werewere
“much
influenced
by the
model”,
145
model”,
145ononthethe
basis
basis
that:
that:
[p]robably
[p]robably the
the most
most comprehensive
comprehensive statutory provisions are
are those
those set
set out in
in ss.
ss. 721
721 and
and
726 of the New York
York Business
Business Corporation
Corporation Law. In addition
addition to
to being
being far
far more
more detailed
detailed
than
law, they create
an exclusive
that applies
than English and Canadian
Canadian law,
create an
exclusive regime
regime that
applies to every
every
New York
business
corporation
irrespective
of
any
other
provisions
contained
York business corporation irrespective of
other provisions contained in the
the
corporation’s
articles or
or by-laws.146
corporation’s articles
by-laws.146

Dickerson’s
proposedindemnity
indemnity statute
statuteclosely
closely followed
followed the
the New
Dickerson’s proposed
New York
Yorkregime
regimeinin
particular, distinguishing between
derivative actions,
actions, which
which he
he referred
referred to
to as
as actions
actions “by
“by or on
between derivative
147 There is no suggestion in
behalf
of
the
corporation”,
and
third
party
actions.147
behalf of the corporation”, and third party actions. There is no suggestion in Dickerson’s
Dickerson’s
report
actions were
were contemplated
contemplatedby
bythe
thewording
wording“by…the
“by…thecorporation”.
corporation”. With
that direct actions
Withrespect
respect
to indemnification
indemnification for
forderivative
derivativeactions,
actions,his
hisreport
reportstates:
states:
Subsection
(2), which
which refers
Subsection (2),
refers to a derivative action in
in the
the name
name of the corporation
corporation against
against
its directors
directors and
and officers,
officers, sets
sets up several
several tests
tests in addition
addition to
to the
thegeneral
general standards
standards of
subsection
(1). Note that indemnification
subsection (1).
indemnification here
here does
does not include
include amounts
amounts paid to
to settle
settle an
an

action
or to satisfy
of this subsection
that ifif aa
action or
satisfy aa judgment.
judgment. The
The implied
implied premise
premise of
subsection isis that
derivative action in
the
name
of
the
corporation
has
been
brought
against
a
director
or
in the name of the corporation has been
against a
officer,
officer, he
he has
has probably not
not been
been acting in
in the
the interests
interests of
of the
the corporation
corporation and
and therefore
therefore
his conduct
should be
be more
more closely
closely scrutinized.
scrutinized. This
This is
is particularly
particularly true
conduct should
true in respect
respect of
settlements
actions where
where directors,
directors,having
havinginin their
their own interests
settlements ofof actions
interests profited
profited from
dealings
that were
were prejudicial
to the
dealings that
prejudicial to
the corporation,
corporation, then
then seek
seek indemnity
indemnity from
from the
the
corporation
because
they
are
compelled
to
settle
a
derivative
action
alleging
that
corporation because they are compelled to settle a derivative action alleging that
140
140

Mazur, Id.;
Id.; Comment,
Comment, supra
supra note 37.
See,
e.g., The
The Companies
CompaniesAct,
Act, 1902,
1902, 22 Ed.
Ed. II,
II, c.
See, e.g.,
c. 15,
15, s.
s. 67; The Companies Act, R.S.C.
R.S.C. 1906,
1906, C.
C. 79,
79, s.
s. 79;
79;
Companies
s. 92;
92; Canada
Companies Act, R.S.C. 1952, c. 33, s.
Canada Corporations Act,
Act, R.S.C.
R.S.C. 1970,
1970, c. C. 32, s. 93;
142
142
Dickerson, supra note 10.
143
143
Committee Law Review Steering Group,
Group, “Modern
“Modern Company Law for
for aa Competitive Economy: The
Strategic
1999, UK)
UK) at p. 24, para.
para. 4.3.
4.3. [“Committee
[“Committee Law
Strategic Framework”, Consultation
Consultation Document
Document (February 1999,
141
141

Review”].
Id.
Id. at
at p.
p. 25,
25, para.
para. 4.5.
4.5.
145
145
Dickerson,
Dickerson, supra
supra note
note 10,
10, p.
p. 82
82 at
at para.
para. 244.
244.
146
146
Id.
147
147
Id.,
246-47.
Id., p.
p. 84
84 at
at paras.
paras. 246-47.
144
144
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misconduct, a practice that has
has appropriately
appropriately been
been castigated
castigatedas
as“double
“doublelooting”
looting” in
in some
some
U.S. jurisdictions.
jurisdictions. Subsection
Subsection (2) also
also requires
requires court
court approval
approval as
as a pre-condition
pre-condition to
payment.148
payment.148

The federal government closely followed
followed Dickerson’s
Dickerson’srecommendations
recommendations with
withrespect
respect to
to s.
s.
149 , first enacted in 1975.150
150 The original
124
of
the
CBCA
149
124(1)
endowed
The original subsection
endowed
124 of the CBCA , first enacted in 1975.
subsection
corporations
aa director
corporations with the
the general authority to indemnify
indemnify
directorfor
forallallreasonable
reasonable“costs,
“costs,charges
charges
and expenses,
expenses,including
including amounts
amountspaid
paidto
to settle
settlean
anaction
actionor
or satisfy
satisfy aa judgment”
judgment” in respect
respect of any
“civil,
“civil,criminal
criminalororadministrative
administrativeaction
actionororproceeding”
proceeding” to
towhich
whichthe
thedirector
directorwas
was made
made aa party
by reason
of his being
being aa director,
director, so
so long
long as
as “he
“he acted
actedhonestly
honestlyand
andiningood
goodfaith
faith with
with aa view
view to
reason of
the best
best interests
interestsof
of the
the corporation”,
corporation”, and
and in the case
case of
of aa criminal
criminal or administrative
proceeding,
administrative proceeding,
151
“he
groundstotobelieve
believethat
thathis
his conduct
conductwas
waslawful.”
lawful.”151
separatecategory
AA separate
“he had
had reasonable
reasonable grounds
category
dealing
specifically
with
indemnification
in
derivative
actions
was
prescribed
dealing specifically
indemnification in derivative actions was prescribed in
insubsection
subsection
124(2),
under the
the caption
caption“Indemnification
“Indemnification in
in derivative
derivative actions”,
actions”, with the text referring to the
124(2), under
the
derivative proceeding “by or
on
behalf
of
the
corporation”
in
the
same
manner
as
in
the
US
state
or on behalf of the corporation” in the same manner as in the US state
legislation.152
This
phrase
continued
through
to the
current
version
s. 124(4).
legislation.152 This
phrase
hashas
continued
through
to the
current
version
in s.in124(4).
The The
plain
plain
language
of
the
statute
may
be
interpreted
in
a
manner
almost
“perfectly
opposed
to
almost
every
language of the statute may be interpreted in a manner almost “perfectly opposed to almost every
153
indication
of what
what the
thelanguage
languagewas
was
intended
to mean”.153
Contrary
its apparent
Contrary
to itsto
apparent
meaning, the
indication of
intended
to mean”.
meaning,
phrase
“bythe
or in the right of the corporation”
corporation” ininsection
phrase
“by
or
section124(4)
124(4)of
ofthe
theCBCA
CBCAwas
wasnever
never intended
intended
to include a direct suit brought by a corporation against
against its
its directors
directors for
for breach
breachof
of their
their fiduciary
fiduciary
duty.

g)

Canadian
or or
In the
Right
of the
Canadian Judicial
Judicial Interpretation
Interpretationofofthe
thePhrase
Phrase“By
“By
In the
Right
of the
Corporation”

The words
words of an Act “are
“are to
to be
be read
read in
in their
their entire
entire context
context and
and in
in their
their grammatical
grammatical and
and
ordinary sense
harmoniously with
with the scheme
schemeof
of the
the Act,
Act, the
the object
object of
of the Act, and the intention
sense harmoniously
155
of
Upon
determining
“ordinary
meaning”155
the words,
the court
determining
thethe
“ordinary
meaning”
of theofwords,
the court
must go
of Parliament."154
Parliament."154 Upon
must go
148
148
149
149
150
150
151
151

Id.
Id. at
at para.
para. 244
244 (emphasis
(emphasis added).
added).
CBCA
CBCA (1975),
(1975), supra
supra note
note 59,
59, s.
s. 124.
Committee Law
Law Review,
Review,supra
supranote
note 143
143 at
at p.
p. 24,
24, para.
para. 4.3.

CBCA (1975)
provides: “Except
“Except in respect
of an
an action
action by
by or on behalf of the
(1975) supra
supra note 59, s.
s. 124(1)
124(1) provides:
respect of
the
corporation or body corporate
corporate to
to procure
procure aajudgment
judgmentin
inits
its favour,
favour, aa corporation
corporation may
mayindemnify
indemnify aa director
director or
or officer
officer
of the
including an amount
amount paid to settle an action or satisfy
the corporation…against
corporation…against all
allcosts,
costs, charges
charges and expenses,
expenses, including
satisfy aa
judgment,
reasonably
incurred
by
him
in
respect
of
any
civil,
criminal
or
administrative
action
or
proceeding
judgment, reasonably incurred by him in respect of any civil, criminal or administrative action or proceeding to

which he is made
director or officer of
made a party by reason
reason of being
being or having
having been
been aa director
of such
such corporation
corporation or body
body
corporate,
corporate, ifif
(a) he
heacted
acted honestly
honestly and
and in
in good
good faith
faith with
withaaview
viewtotothe
thebest
best interests
interests of
of the
the corporation;
corporation; and
and
(b) ininthe
thecase
case of
ofaacriminal
criminalororadministrative
administrativeproceeding
proceeding that
that isisenforced
enforced by
byaamonetary
monetary penalty,
penalty, he
he had
had
reasonable
groundsfor
forbelieving
believing that
that his
his conduct
conductwas
waslawful.”
lawful.”
reasonable grounds
152
152
Id., s. 124(2), which states:
“A corporation
states: “A
corporation may,
may, with
with the
the approval
approval of
of aa court
court indemnify
indemnifyaaperson
person referred
referred to
in subsection
subsection (1) in respect
respect of an action by or on behalf of
of the
the corporation
corporation or
or body
body corporate
corporate to
to procure
procure aa judgment
in its favour,
of being or having been
been aa director
director or
or officer
officer of a corporation or
favour, to
to which
whichhe
he isis made
made aa party by
by reason
reason of
body corporate, against
chargesand
andexpenses
expensesreasonably
reasonablyincurred
incurredby
byhim
himininconnection
connectionwith
with such
such action
action if
if
against all costs, charges
he fulfils
fulfils the
the conditions
conditions set
set out in
in paragraph
paragraph (1)(a) and (b).
153
153
Mazur, supra
supra note
note 38 at p. 215.
154
154
York
CondominiumCorp.
Corp.No.
No.382
382v.v.Jay-M
Jay-M Holdings
York Condominium
Holdings Ltd., [2007]
[2007] O.J.
O.J. No. 240
240 at
at para.
para. 2 (Ont. C.A.)
[“Jay-M”]. per
per K.M.
K.M. Weiler,
Weiler, J.A.,
J.A., citing
citingDriedger,
Driedger,E.A.,
E.A.,The
TheConstruction
ConstructionofofStatutes,
Statutes, 2nd
2nd ed.
ed. (Toronto:
Butterworths, 1983) at
widely endorsed
at 87.
87. The
The Court
Court further
furthernotes,
notes, at
at para.
para. 2,
2, that
that this
thisapproach
approach has
has been
been widely
endorsed by the
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on to consider the context of
of the legislation as well
well as
of the
the provision,
provision, the
the purpose
purpose and
and scheme
scheme of
as

the
adoptingthe
the ordinary
ordinary meaning
meaning and
and any
any other
the consequences
consequences ofof adopting
other relevant
relevant indicators
indicators of
156
legislative
meaning.156
As
noted
by
Weiler
J.A.
of
the
Ontario
Court
of
Appeal,
speaking
legislative meaning. As noted by Weiler J.A. of the Ontario Court of Appeal, speaking
for the
for
the
Court:
Having
Having determined
determined the
the ordinary
ordinary meaning
meaning ,, the
the court
court must
must adopt
adopt an
an interpretation
interpretation that
that best
best

fulfils
fulfils the
the objects
objects of
of the
thelegislation….Having
legislation….Having regard
regard to
to this
this broader
broader context,
context, the
the court
court
may modify
modify or
or reject
reject the
the application
application of
of the
the presumption
presumption that
that favours
favours an interpretation in
accordance
with the
the ordinary
ordinary meaning.
accordance with
meaning. However,
However, the
the interpretation
interpretation adopted
adopted must
must be
be
157
plausible
in
the
sense
that
it
is
one
that
the
words
are
reasonably
capable
of
plausible in the sense that it is one that the words are reasonably capable of bearing.
bearing.157

Case
law on the CBCA’s
Case law
CBCA’s indemnity
indemnityprovisions
provisionsisissparse.
sparse. Only
Onlyone
onecase
case ininCanada
Canada has
has

considered
theapplication
applicationofof the
the indemnity
indemnity provisions
provisionsof
of the
the CBCA to
considered the
to aa direct
direct action.
action. InIn
158
Amirault
Canada Holdings
Holdings Ltd.,
Ltd.,158
Australian
mining
company,
anan
Australian
mining
company,
thethe
Western
Amirault v.
v. Westminer
Westminer Canada
Western
Mining
Company
(“WMC”),
took
over
a
Nova
Scotia
gold
mining
company,
Seabright,
based
Mining Company (“WMC”), took over a Nova Scotia gold mining company, Seabright, based on
reports
about ore
ore mining
mining prospects.
prospects.After
After the
the closing date
date for
for the acquisition of Seabright, it was
reports about
was
159
discovered
that
the
ore
was
of
too
low
a
grade
to
support
a
mine.159
WMC
and
Seabright
discovered that the ore was of too low a grade to support a mine. WMC and Seabright brought
brought
an
an
action in Ontario
Ontario against
against Seabright’s
Seabright’s former
former directors
directors on
on the
the basis
basis of
of fraud,
fraud, conspiracy,
conspiracy, breach
breach
of duty,
negligence,
negligent
misrepresentation,
and
insider
trading.
After
receiving
duty, negligence, negligent misrepresentation, and insider trading. After receiving the
the
statement
of claim,
claim, the
the directors
directors made
madeitit known
known that they were
seeking funding
funding arising
arising out
out of
statement of
were seeking
Seabright’s
indemnity by-laws
by-laws and
Before any
any defences
defenceswere
werefiled
filed in that
Seabright’s indemnity
and insurance.
insurance. Before
that action,
action,
WMC and
their statement
statementof
of claim
claim against
against the
the directors
directors by
by removing
removing all
and Seabright
Seabright amended
amended their
allegations
of negligence
negligence and
andsubstituting
substitutingallegations
allegationsofofwillful
willful misrepresentation
in an
an effort
effort to
allegations of
misrepresentation in
eliminate any opportunity for funding. The
former
directors
countered
with
their
own
actions
in
The former directors countered with
Nova Scotia,
for Seabright’s
Seabright’s refusal
refusal to
to indemnify them
Scotia, claiming damages
damages for
them for
for losses
losses resulting
resulting
160
from
the
claim
against
them
under
Seabright’s
by-laws.160
As
a
defence,
the
mining
from the claim against them under Seabright’s by-laws. As a defence, the mining companies
companies
averred
dishonestyon
on the
the part
part of
of the directors
attached the
the statement
statementofofclaim
claim from
from their
averred dishonesty
directors and
and attached
161
Ontario
Ontario action.
action.161
At
At the
the trial
trial of
ofthe
theindemnity
indemnityaction
actionininNova
NovaScotia,
Scotia,the
thejudge
judge concluded
concluded that
that the Ontario
action brought by
the
mining
companies
against
the
former
directors
was
entirely
by
mining companies
entirely unfounded,
unfounded, and
and
had
been commenced
commencedsolely
solelyfor
for the
the purpose
purposeof
of causing
causing injury
injury to the
had been
the directors
directors and
and to
to detract
detract
162
attention
The
outout
The court
court found
found that
thatthe
theWMC
WMCsetset
attention from the
the failed
failed mining
mininginvestment.
investment. 162
deliberately
and intentionally to “crush”
deliberately and
“crush” the
the directors;
directors; the
the mining
miningcompanies
companies acted
acted together
together in
163
concert
for the
thepredominant
predominantpurpose
purpose
causing
them
injury.163
The judge
trial judge
the
The trial
foundfound
the mining
concert for
of of
causing
them
injury.
mining
Supreme
Court. See
SeeBell
BellExpressVu
ExpressVuLimited
LimitedPartnership
Partnershipv.v.Rex,
Rex,[2002]
[2002] 22 S.C.R.
S.C.R.559
559atatpara.
para.26
26[“Bell”].
[“Bell”]. Note that
Supreme Court.
the
interpretative factors
the interpretative
factors set
set out
out by
by Driedger
Driedgerneed
neednot
notbe
becanvassed
canvassed separately
separately in every
every case:
case: Bell at
at para.
para. 31.
155
155
The ordinary meaning
meaning of legislation
legislation has
has been
been judicially
judicially defined
defined as
as "the
"thenatural
naturalmeaning
meaning which
whichappears
appears
when
the provision
provision is
is simply read
through: Canadian
Canadian Pacific
Pacific Airlines
Airlines v. Canadian
when the
read through:
Canadian Air Line
Line Pilots
Pilots Assn.,
Assn., [1993] 3
S.C.R.
724 at
735.
S.C.R. 724
at 735.
156
156
Bell
supra,
29-30.
Bell supra, note
note 154
154 at
at paras
paras 29-30.
157
157
Jay-M,
supra
note
154
at
paras.
13-14.
Jay-M, supra note 154 at paras. 13-14.
158
158
[1994] N.S.J.
No. 12
12 (N.C.C.A.),
(N.C.C.A.), aff’g
aff’g [1993] N.S.J.
N.S.J. No.
No. 129
129(N.S.S.C.).
(N.S.S.C.).[ [“Amirault”].
“Amirault”].
N.S.J. No.
159
159
Id. (C.A.)
(C.A.) at
at para.
para. 11.
160
160
Id.
Id. at
at paras.
paras. 14-15.
161
161
Id.
Id. at
at para.
para. 16.
16.
162
162
Supra,
Supra, note 158 (S.C.), p. 114 of 125.
125.
163
163
Id. at, p. 115 of 125.
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companies
liable for
for the
directors
companies liable
the tort of
ofconspiracy
conspiracy in
inaddition
additiontotobeing
beingliable
liabletotothethe
directorsforfor
164
indemnity.164
Only
one
short
paragraph
of
the
judge’s
125
page
decision
was
to
indemnity. Only one short paragraph of the judge’s 125 page decision was devoteddevoted
to the issue
the
issue
of whether section
section 124
124 of
of the
the CBCA
CBCA permitted indemnification of the
the directors in the context of
actions brought against
against them
themdirectly
directly by
by their corporation:
[S]ection 124
actions by
by the
the corporation
corporation itself
itself against
former directors
directors while the
124 excepts
excepts actions
against former
by-law
plaintiff besides
by-law does
does not. However, again there is another
another plaintiff
besides the corporation and in
my view
the application
application of
of the
the indemnity
indemnity corporations
the favor of the
view that
that guarantees
guarantees the
corporations to the
the
plaintiff.165
plaintiff.165

The
without
discussion
regarded
direct
actions
by the
The judge
judge thus
thus implicitly
implicitlybutbut
without
discussion
regarded
direct
actions
by the
corporation
as falling
falling within
corporation as
within the
the subsection
subsection dealing
dealing with derivative
derivative actions.
actions. The
The judge
judge further
concluded
that the
the fact
fact that
that one
oneof
of the
theplaintiffs
plaintiffs to the
Ontario action
action was
was WMC,
WMC, a third party,
concluded that
the Ontario
party,
was
the statutory
statutory restrictions
restrictions applied
applied to
to indemnity in the
was sufficient to negate
negate the
the case
case of derivative
actions.
Thisdecision
decisionwas
was
upheld
appeal
without
further
consideration
of s.166
actions. This
upheld
on on
appeal
without
any any
further
consideration
of s. 124.
124.166
4.
4.

POLICY
DIFFERENT
TREATMENT
OF DIRECT
AND
RATIONALEFOR
FOR
DIFFERENT
TREATMENT
OF DIRECT
AND
POLICY RATIONALE
DERIVATIVE
DERIVATIVEACTIONS:
ACTIONS:ADVANCEMENT
ADVANCEMENTOF
OFDEFENCE
DEFENCECOSTS
COSTS
a)

Advancement
costs under
under s.
s. 124(4)
124(4)of
of the
the CBCA
CBCA
Advancement of
of defence
defence costs

At
At first
firstglance,
glance, the
the similarities
similaritiesbetween
between direct
direct and
and derivative
derivative suits
suits may
may appear
appear to provide
justification
for
treating
these
actions
identically
with
respect
to
subsection
124(4).
Both types of
justification for treating these actions identically with respect to subsection
suits
intended to
to benefit the corporation, and ifif the
suits are
are intended
the actions
actions are
are successful,
successful, the judgment is

paid
167
Yet,
courtsare
aretotointerpret
interpret“by
“byor
or in
in the
Yet,
if ifcourts
the right
right of
of the
the
paid to
to the
the corporation
corporation directly.
directly. 167
corporation”
corporation” to
to include
includedirect
directsuits,
suits,the
thequestion
questionofofwhether
whetherexpense
expenseadvances
advances are appropriate in
that
Withrespect
respect
derivative
suitsand
and
thirdparty
partysuits
suitsthe
to toderivative
suits
third
that context
context must
must be
be considered.168
considered. 168 With
the
interests
of the
are, for
for the most
interests of
the corporation’s
corporation’s management
management are,
most part,
part, aligned.
aligned. However,
However, these
these
considerations
clearly do not apply to direct suits:
considerations clearly
Perhaps
betterway
waytotolook
lookatatindemnification
indemnificationrights
rightsisisin
in terms
termsof
of “us”
“us” and
Perhaps aabetter
and “them”.
Corporate management
managementisis“us”;
“us”; anyone
anyone outside
outside management
managementisis“them”.
“them”. From
From the
the time
time of
the
have looked
looked for
for ways
ways to insulate
the first indemnification
indemnification statutes,
statutes, corporations
corporations have
insulate their
directors
directors from suits by “them”.
“them”. Third-party
Third-party suits
suits are
are clearly
clearly brought
brought by
by “them,”
“them,”persons
persons
outside
management.
To
a
public
corporation,
every
shareholder
derivative
suit is
is a
strike
outside management. To a public corporation, every shareholder derivative suit
a strike
suit, a nuisance,
and something
somethingtotoget
getrid
rid of.
of. Indemnification is
nuisance, and
is the
the system
system of statutory
statutory
rights
suits by
by outsiders
outsiders and
and to
to help
help the
the corporation
corporation defeat
defeat them
them if
if
rights designed
designed to discourage
discourage suits
they
are brought.169
they are
brought.169

164
164
165
165
166
166
167
167
168
168
169
169

Id.
Id. at p. 111 of 125.
Supra, note
note 159
159 (C.A.).
(C.A.).
Mazur, supra
supra note
note 38 at p. 215.
Id.
Id.
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One of the primary
primary goals
goals of
of indemnification
indemnificationisistotoencourage
encouragecompetent
competentpeople
people to
toserve
serve as
as
directors.
A
policy
goal
of
indemnification
is
to
“promote
the
desirable
end
that
corporate
directors. A policy goal of indemnification is to “promote the desirable end that corporate
officials
officials will
willresist
resistwhat
whatthey
theyconsider
considertotobe
beunjustified
unjustifiedsuits
suitsand
and claims,
claims, secure
secure in the knowledge
that
their
reasonable
expenses
will
be
borne
by
the
corporation
they
have
served ifif they
that
reasonable expenses will be borne by the corporation they have served
they are
are
170
vindicated”.170
A
corporation’s
definition
of
“unjustified
suits
and
claims”
does
not
vindicated”.
A corporation’s definition of “unjustified suits and claims” does not contemplate
contemplate
the
corporation’s own
own direct suits
suits and
and claims.
claims. Derivative
corporation’s
Derivative suits,
suits, which
which are
are brought
brought by
by corporate
corporate
stakeholders,
and
direct
suits
brought
by
the
corporation
itself,
are
fundamentally
different.
stakeholders, and direct suits brought by the corporation itself, are fundamentally different. Only
171
in
and its
its management
managementtrue
trueadversaries.
adversaries.171
SinceSince
directors will
in direct
direct suits
suits are
are the
the corporation
corporation and
directors
will
stipulate
the
indemnification
rights
to
which
they
are
entitled
and
their
interest
is
stipulate the indemnification rights
they are
interest to maximize
maximize
indemnification
adopt
indemnification in all
allpossible
possiblecircumstances,
circumstances, the
the tendency
tendency isisforforcorporations
corporationsto to
adopt
172
unconditional
and
mandatory
advancement
rights.172
The
typical
corporate
unconditional and mandatory advancement rights. The typical corporate indemnification byindemnification
by- directors with indemnification
law purports to endow
rights ‘to
‘to the maximum
indemnification and
and advancement
advancement rights
173 It is therefore up to the courts and legislature to set
extent
permitted
by
law’.173
extent permitted by law’. It is therefore up to the courts and legislature to set appropriate
appropriate
policy
limits
policy
limitson
onindemnification.174
indemnification.174

While indemnification
are closely
they are
indemnification and
and advancement
advancement are
closely related
related concepts,
concepts, they
are not
not
identical. Advancement
Advancement often
often works
works in
in concert
concertwith
with indemnification,
indemnification, but
but unlike indemnification,
advanced
funds
are
“contingent”
funds.
“[A]dvancement
can
be
thought
advanced funds are “contingent” funds.
can
thought of as
as an
an extension
extension of
credit, the
the final repayment
of which is conditioned on whether
corporateofficial
official is ultimately
repayment of
whether aa corporate
175 Since advanced funds are necessarily forwarded to a
entitled
to
indemnification”.175
entitled to indemnification”. Since advanced funds are necessarily forwarded to a director
directorthe
before
the outcome
outcome of
of litigation
litigation is
amountsifif it
before
is known,
known, aa director
director isis required
required to
to repay
repay advanced
advanced amounts

is ultimately
ultimately determined
determined that
that he
he or
or she
she has
has not
not met
metthe
thestandard
standard ofofconduct
conductrequired
required for
for
176
indemnification
in
connection
with
the
indemnification in connection with the proceeding.
proceeding.176
Prior to
to 2001,
2001, s.124
s.124 of
of the
the CBCA
CBCAdid
didnot
notexpressly
expresslypermit
permitcorporations
corporations totoadvance
advance
defence
coststo
totheir
their directors
directors before
before the
the outcome
outcomeof
of litigation
litigation was known,
defence costs
known, although
although the
the issue of
whether
do so
so was
was considered
consideredin
in two cases
involving federal
whether aa corporation could nonetheless
nonetheless do
cases involving
federal

170
170
171
171

Id. at p. 216.

Id.
Bishop, J., supra note
note 101
101 at
at p. 1079: “With
“Withaafew
fewhonorable
honorableexceptions,
exceptions, the
the object of
of the
the draftsmen
draftsmen of the
first
to be
be to
to virtually
virtually immunize
liability. The
first generation
generation of by-laws
by-laws seemed
seemed to
immunize management
management from personal
personal liability.
The most
most brazen
brazen
of these
older by-laws purported
purported to permit executives
adjudgedguilty
guilty of breaching
these older
executives adjudged
breaching their duty to the
the corporation to
be
not only
only for their
but also
be indemnified
indemnified not
their counsel
counsel fees
fees but
also for
forthe
thevery
verysums
sumsthey
theyhad
hadbeen
been ordered
ordered to pay
pay the
the
corporation. The recent
been to
to eschew
eschew such
such naively
naively hoggish attempts
recent trend
trend amount
amount sophisticated
sophisticated counsel
counsel has
has been
attempts to
nullify
nullify the
the stockholder’s
stockholder’s judicial
judicial remedy,
remedy, which
which courts
courts would
would in
inany
anycase
case be
be likely
likely to
toinvalidate
invalidateas
as against
against public
policy.”
173
173
Another way
way to
to describe
describe this by-law
by-law is
is to
to say
say that itit makes
makes mandatory all indemnification
indemnificationthat
thatthe
the statute
statute
permits but does
not require.
require. See,
See,e.g.,
e.g.,Merritt-Chapman
Merritt-Chapman & Scott Corp. v. Wolfson, 321 A. 2d. 138, 142 (Del.
does not
(Del. Sup.
Sup.
Ct. 1974).
174
174
These
legal boundaries
boundaries were
were considered
consideredin
in the
the federal
paper on
on indemnification prepared
These legal
federal discussion
discussion paper
prepared in
1995: “Although
“Althoughthe
theissue
issuedoes
does not
not appear
appear to
to have
have been
been judicially
judiciallyconsidered,
considered,most
mostcommentators
commentators have
have argued
argued that
the
intention
of
the
legislature
in
spite
of
the
silence
of
the
law
is
that
CBCA
indemnification
provision
is not
the intention
the legislature in spite
the silence of the
that CBCA indemnification
not
exclusive.
corporation may
may provide
provide for indemnification
exclusive. This would mean
mean that aa corporation
indemnification of
ofits
itsdirectors
directorsand
and others
others through
through
contracts,
articles, bylaws,
bylaws, directors
directorsresolutions,
resolutions,etc.
etc.inin situations
situationswhich
which are
are not
not covered
covered in
in s.124,
contracts, articles,
s.124, but are
are not
not
contrary to public
public policy
policynor
norprohibited
prohibitedby
bystatute.”
statute.”CBCA
CBCADiscussion
DiscussionPaper,
Paper,supra
supranote
note14,
14,p.
p.36,
36, para.
para. 128.
175
175
Fasciana v. Elec. Data Sys.
Corp., 829 A. 2d. 178 at 182-83 (Del.Ch. 2003).
Sys. Corp.,
176
176
Pierce,
Pierce, M W.,
W., “Indemnification
“IndemnificationofofDirectors
Directorsand
andOfficers:
Officers:Delaware
Delawareand
andTennessee”,
Tennessee”, 66 Transactions
Transactions Tenn.
J. Bus.
Bus. L 395 (2005).
172
172
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legislation.
legislation. InInCanada
CanadaDeposit
DepositInsurance
Insurance Corporation
Corporation v.v.Canadian
Canadian Commercial
Commercial Bank177
Bank 177 the
the
liquidator
of
of the
the Canadian
Canadian Commercial
Commercial Bank
Bank sued
sued the bank’s
bank’s directors,
directors, officers
officers and
and senior
senior
managers
for various
various acts
acts of negligence
The officers and
managers for
negligence relating to the
the bank’s
bank’s management.
management. The
and
senior
managers
sought
full
funding,
in
advance,
of
their
litigation
expenses,
by
relying
on
the
senior managers sought full funding, in advance, of
litigation expenses, by
the
indemnity provisions of the
the federal Bank Act, which indemnity provisions
provisions paralleled the CBCA.
The
Court of Appeal affirmed the decision
of the
the trial judge,
The Court
decision of
judge, that
that “the right to
to indemnity
indemnity was
was
178
triggered
by
the
result
of
the
action”,178
so
that
the
statutory
indemnity
provisions
did
not
triggered by the result of the action”, so that the statutory indemnity provisions did not entitle
entitle
the
to immediate
immediate funding.
funding.
the officers and
and managers
managers to
179 the
In
Columbia
Securities
Commission,
the
In Chromex
Chromex Nickel
Nickel Mines
Mines Ltd.
Ltd.v. v.British
British
Columbia
Securities
Commission,179
Securities
Commission
had
begun
hearings
into
the
conduct
of
the
President
of
Chromex.
The
Securities Commission had begun hearings into the conduct of
President
company’s
company’s Board
Board of
of Directors
Directorspassed
passed aa resolution
resolution that
that the
the President
President had,
had, to its
its satisfaction,
satisfaction, acted
acted
honestly and in good faith
with
a
view
to
the
best
interests
of
the
corporation
and
had
reasonable
faith with a view to the best interests of the corporation and had reasonable
grounds
to believe
believe that
that his
his conduct
conductwas
waslawful,
lawful, thus
thus fulfilling
fulfilling the
grounds to
the CBCA’s
CBCA’s requirements
requirements for
indemnification.
The Board then sought
indemnification. The
sought a declaration
declaration that
that itit was
was authorized
authorized to
to advance
advance the
the
President
his legal
legal expenses
expensesprior
priorto
to the
the hearings’
hearings’ conclusion.
conclusion.Enrico
Enrico J.J. held
held that
that the
the CBCA
President his
leaves
the decision
decision of
of compliance
compliance with
with the good faith requirements
leaves the
requirements entirely up to the
the directors,
directors,
who remain
liable ifif they
remain personally
personally liable
they fail
failtotoensure
ensurethat
thatthose
thoserequirements
requirements are
are met, but that
that
“[t]his
grant indemnity,
“[t]hisdoes
does not
not suggest
suggest that they must await the outcome
outcome of the proceeding
proceeding to grant
although
In holding
although itit might
might be
be prudent
prudent for
for them
them to
todo
doso”.180
so”.180 In
holding that
that the
the Board
Board could
could provide
provide
advance
costs to
to the
the President,
President, Enrico
Enrico J. distinguished the
advance costs
the Canada
Canada Deposit
Deposit case
case on
on the
the basis
basis that
that
181
itit applied
only
to
derivative
applied only to derivative actions.
actions.181
The advancement
of defence
costs was
was considered
considered in
in a 1995
advancement of
defence costs
1995 federal
federal discussion
discussion paper
paper
considering
amendmentsto
to s.
s. 124. The discussion
considering proposed
proposed amendments
discussion paper
paper considered
considered the competing
competing
policy considerations
underlying advancement:
advancement:“If
“If the
the corporation
corporation will
will not
considerations underlying
not provide
provideadvance
advance
182
funding,
directors
may
find
themselves
unable
to
finance
their
own
defence”,182
and
“the
funding, directors may find themselves unable to finance their own defence”, and yetyet
“the
director
be required
director should
should be
required to satisfy
satisfy from
from his
his ororher
herpersonal
personal assets
assets not
not only
only any
anyadverse
adverse
judgment
but also
incurredin
in connection
connection with
with the
Any other rule
judgment but
also legal expenses
expenses incurred
the proceeding.
proceeding. Any
183
could
encouragesocially
sociallyundesirable
undesirable
conduct”.183
discussion
recognized
that
could encourage
conduct”.
The The
discussion
paperpaper
recognized
that “during
“during
the
early
stages
of
legal
proceedings,
neither
the
corporation
nor
the
court
is
likely
to
be
the
stages of legal proceedings, neither the corporation nor the court is likely be in a
184
position
to
the ultimate
ultimate propriety
propriety of
of indemnification.”
indemnification.”184
The
corporation
should
The
corporation
should
be
position to determine
determine the
be
able
to
extend
funds
to
the
director
for
his
legal
fees,
subject
to
repayment
if
it
was
determined
able extend funds the
his legal fees,
repayment it was determined
that
that he or she
she was
was ultimately
ultimately disentitled
disentitled to
tothe
thefunds.
funds.These
These conclusions
conclusions instigated
instigated the
the most
most
recent
amendmentsto
to s.s. 124
124 of
of the CBCA,
CBCA, enacted
recent amendments
enacted on November 23,
23, 2001.
2001. Subsection
Subsection 124(2)
expressly
permits corporations
corporations to
to advance
advancefunds
fundsto
to their
their directors
directors sued
suedin
in third
third party actions to
expressly permits
cover
cover the
the director’s
director’s legal
legalcosts.
costs.The
Theadvanced
advanced funds
funds are
are only
onlyfor
forthe
thecosts,
costs,charges
chargesand
and expenses
expenses
185
of
legal
proceedings,
185
and
must
be
repaid
if
the
director
ultimately
does
not
satisfy
and must be repaid if the director ultimately does not satisfy the
the
of legal proceedings,
177
177
178
178
179
179
180
180
181
181
182
182
183
183
184
184
185
185

(1989), Alta. L.R. (2d) 194
194 (Alta.
(Alta. C.A.)
C.A.) [“Canada Deposit”].
Id. at p. 202.
[1991] B.C.J. No. 2347(B.C.S.C.)
2347(B.C.S.C.) [“Chromex”].
[“Chromex”].
Id. at p. 9.

Id.
CBCA
CBCADiscussion
DiscussionPaper,
Paper, supra
supra note
note 14
14 at
at p.
p. 28,
28, para.
para. 96.
96.
Id. at p.
p.26,
26, para.
para. 91.
Id.at,
Id.at, p.
p. 28,
28, para.
para. 96
96 (emphasis
(emphasis added).
added).
CBCA,
CBCA, supra
supra note
note 12, s. 124(2).
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minimum
of conduct.
The obligation
minimum standards
standards of
conduct. The
obligation to
to repay
repay need
need not
not be
besecured,
secured, nor
norisisthe
the
corporation required
required to
to take
take into
into account
account the
thedirector’s
director’s financial
financial ability
ability to
repay
before
it
begins
to repay before it begins
to pay the
the director’s
director’s legal
legal bills.
bills.
With
is permitted but under more restrictive
With respect
respect to derivative
derivative actions,
actions, advancement
advancement is
conditions
than apply in the
“[a] corporation
conditions than
the case
case of third
third party
party actions.
actions. Section
Section 124(4) states:
states: “[a]
corporation
may with
with the
approval
of
the
court…advance
moneys…
in
respect
of
an
action
by
or
on
behalf of
the
of the court…advance
the corporation… if
if the
the individual
individual[acts
[acts honestly
honestly in
in good
good faith
faith with
withaaview
viewtotothe
thebest
best interests
interests of
186 Accordingly, two preconditions must be satisfied in order for a
the
corporation]”.186
the corporation]”.
Accordingly, two preconditions must be satisfied in order for a director to
director
toadvancement
qualify
costs in
in derivative actions.
actions. The
The first
first precondition is that
qualify for
for
advancement of his
his defence
defence costs
of court
approval.
The
second
precondition
is
that
the
director
must
have
court approval. The second
that the director must have acted
acted honestly and
and in
good
good faith with
with aa view
viewtotothe
thebest
bestinterests
interests of
of the
the corporation.
corporation. On
On its
its face,
face, this
this precondition
precondition
creates
a
dilemma
since,
as
noted
above,
the
corporation
will
generally
have
an
insufficient
creates a dilemma since, as noted above, the corporation will
have an insufficient basis
basis
for determining
determining whether
whether aa director
directorhas
has satisfied
satisfied the
the statute’s
statute’s conduct
conduct requirements
requirements at
at the
the outset
outset
of litigation.
if the
litigation.This
Thisisisthe
thevery
veryreason
reasonthat
thatthe
thestatute
statute requires
requires repayment
repayment of
of the
the defence
defence costs
costs if
director is ultimately
his fiduciary
fiduciary obligations.
ultimately found
found to
to have
have breached
breached his

The
solution to
to this
this dilemma
dilemmamay
maybe
befound
foundininBlair
Blairv.v.Consolidated
ConsolidatedEnfield
Enfield
The solution
Corp.187 In
Corp.187
In
that
the Supreme
Supreme
Court of
of Canada
Canadaconsidered
considereda adirector’s
director’sclaim
claimfor
for indemnification
indemnification of
that case,
case,
the
Court
expenses
incurred
in
defending
a
shareholder’s
derivative
action.
The
director
relied on the
expenses incurred in defending a shareholder’s derivative action. The director relied
the
provisions of
of the
the OBCA
OBCAmirroring
mirroringthose
thoseofofs.s.124,
124,as
as well
wellas
as aa by-law
by-law enacted
enacted by the corporation
that provided for mandatory indemnification ifif the
honestly and
and in
in good
good faith
faith with
with
the director
director acted
acted honestly
a
interests of
of the corporation. The
a view to
to the
the best
best interests
The Court
Court stated:
stated:
What II do
to act in good faith
do find
findpersuasive
persuasive isis that
that persons
persons are assumed
assumed to
faith unless
unless proven
otherwise…In
contrary to the appellant’s
before this
this Court,
Court, I
otherwise…In this respect,
respect, contrary
appellant’s submissions
submissions before
believe that a proper construction of the
the statute
statute and the law related
related to good
good faith
faith issues
issues
reveals
that [a
[a director]
director] is not required to prove his good faith, although he may certainly
reveals that
call evidence
evidence in this
this regard
regard to
to counter
counter evidence
evidence of bad
bad faith
faith adduced
adduced against
against him. To aa
large extent, the
the corporation must
must establish,
establish, to
to the
the satisfaction
satisfaction of
of the
the court, exactly what
[the
director] did
that was
was inimical
inimical to
to its
its best
bestinterests.188
[the director]
did that
interests.188

In aa derivative
directly, who is
derivative action,
action, itit isis aacomplainant
complainant rather
rather than
than the
the corporation
corporation directly,
alleging
that a director
alleging that
director has
has committed
committed aa wrong.
wrong. When
When a director
director brings
brings an
an application
application for
advance
funding of his defence costs
costs as
assoon
soonas
asaaderivative
derivativesuit
suitisisfiled,
filed, the
the corporation
corporation itself
itself is
advance funding
unlikely
to
have
cause
to
challenge
the
good
faith
presumption
as
described
in
Blair
and
thus,
unlikely to have cause to challenge the good faith presumption as described in Blair and thus, the
the
189
propriety
of the
advancement.189
The
practical
effect
is that
precondition
in s.124(4)
The
practical
effect
is that
thethe
precondition
in s.124(4)
that a
propriety of
the advancement.
that
a act honestly and
director
and in
in good
good faith
faith in order to qualify
qualify for
foradvancement
advancement is unlikely
unlikelyto
topresent
present aa
significant obstacle
The views of the
obstacle for
for the
the director
director seeking
seeking advancement.
advancement. The
the corporation
corporation and
and the
190
director
regarding
the
advancement
will,
generally
speaking,
be
director regarding the advancement will, generally speaking, be aligned.
aligned.190

186
186
187
187
188
188
189
189
190
190

Id. s. 124(4).
Blair,
Blair, supra
supra note
note 8.
Id.
Id. at
at para.
para. 35
35 (emphasis
(emphasis added).
added).

Id.
Mazur, supra
supra note
note 38 at p. 238.
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Conversely, where a corporation initiates aa direct
direct action
action against
against its
its director,
director,ititpossesses
possesses
evidence
of
directorial
misconduct
sufficient
to
prompt
litigation
against
one
of
its
own.
evidence of directorial misconduct sufficient to prompt litigation against one of its
own.
Corporations
probably did
did not
not intend
intend their indemnification rights to apply
Corporations probably
apply where
where they
they believe
believe
that
have lined their pockets
of the
The policy rationale
that directors
directors have
pockets at the expense
expense of
the corporation.
corporation. The
rationale
underlying advancement,
thataa corporation
corporationlacks
lackssufficient
sufficient information
information to draw
advancement, that
draw aa conclusion
conclusion
about the
the director’s conduct at the outset
outset of
of litigation,
litigation, is
is not
not applicable
applicable since
since the
the corporation
corporation has
has
already
had the
theopportunity
opportunityto
to investigate
investigatethe
theallegations
allegationsininitsitsown
ownsuit,
suit,and
andwill
will not
not file suit
already had
suit
191
unless
believesthe
theallegations
allegationshave
have
merit.191
corporation
willofbethe
of opinion
the
unless itit believes
merit.
The The
corporation
then then
will be
that
192
opinion
thatisisno
the
director
nolonger
longerentitled
entitledtoto
benefit
of the
doubt.192
The corporation
notto
The corporation
wouldwould
not wish
the director
thethe
benefit
of the
doubt.
193
wishitself
to in
put
itself
in the
highly undesirable
undesirableposition
positionofoffinancing
financingitsitsopponent’s
opponent’s
defence.193
An
An unfaithful
put
the highly
defence.
unfaithful
director
who
might
otherwise
have
settled
the
action
would
be
encouraged
to
litigate
almost
director
might otherwise have settled
would be encouraged
almost
endlessly,
inflicting delay
endlessly, thereby inflicting
delayand
and expense
expense on the corporation in
in order
order to
to defeat
defeat an otherwise
194
meritorious
claim.194
Further,since
sincethe
theobligation
obligationtotorepay
repay
need
secured,
is
Further,
need
notnot
bebe
secured,
it isit unlikely
meritorious claim.
unlikely
that
would be
the advanced
advancedfunds
fundsifif the
the director
director is ultimately
that the
the corporation
corporation would
be able
able to recover
recover the
disentitled
tothem.195
disentitled to
them.195
!
On an action or application
the corporation
corporation will
will be
application by
by aa director
director seeking
seeking advancement,
advancement, the
be
highly motivated
motivated to rebut
rebut any
any presumption
presumption that its director,
director, whom
whom itithas
haschosen
chosen to
to sue,
sue, has
has
somehow
actediningood
goodfaith
faith or
or in
in its best
interests.The
Theinevitable
inevitableresult
resultwill
will be
be aa full-blown
full-blown
somehow acted
best interests.
trial of
ofthe
thedirector’s
director’sconduct
conductatatthe
theadvancement
advancementproceedings,
proceedings, superseding
superseding the corporation’s
corporation’s
direct action.
action. This
This places
placesthe
thedirector
directorininthe
theposition
positionofofplaintiff,
plaintiff, since
sinceitit is
is the
the director
director who
who will
will
have
the effective
effective control
control over
have the
over the forum
forum and
and method
method of
of litigation.
litigation. This
Thiswas
wasthe
theresult
resultinin
196 where the plaintiff companies had initiated a direct action in Ontario against
Amirault,196
Amirault, where the plaintiff companies had initiated a direct action in Ontario against the
the
directors,
and the
the directors
directors subsequently
subsequentlyinitiated
initiatedan
anaction
actionfor
for indemnity
indemnity in Nova
directors, and
Nova Scotia.
Scotia.
Although Amirault
Amiraultwas
was unusual
unusual in
in that
that the
the corporations’
corporations’ direct
directactions
actions were
were found
found to
tohave
have been
been
initiated for
for an
an improper
improperpurpose,
purpose, ititnonetheless
nonetheless illustrates
illustrates potential
potential procedural
procedural complications
complications
that
that may arise
arise in treating
treating direct
direct actions
actions as
as falling
fallingwithin
withinthe
thescope
scopeofofs. s.124(4).197
124(4). 197 Effective
control of
of the
the litigation
litigationisiswrested
wrested from
fromthe
thecorporation
corporationand
and placed
placed in
in the
the hands
hands of
of its
its opponent
opponent
with
will have
with no
no corresponding
corresponding benefit to the
the director
director since
since he will
have to
to litigate
litigatethe
theissues
issues raised
raised in the
main
main action
action to
to conclusion
conclusion ininthe
theadvancement
advancement proceeding,
proceeding, all without
without the
thebenefit
benefitofofthethe
advancement.
Thebenefit
benefit to
to the
the director
director of the advancement
is undermined,
undermined, since:
since: “[t]he
“[t]he value
advancement. The
advancement is
of the
right
to
advancement
is
that
it
is
granted
or
denied
while
the
underlying
action
is is
the right to advancement is that it is granted or denied while the underlying action
198
pending”.198
pending”.

b)

191
191
192
192
193
193
194
194
195
195
196
196
197
197
198
198

Advancement Rights in Other Jurisdictions:
Jurisdictions:Lessons
Lessons from Delaware

Id..
Id.
Id.
Id.
Id.
Supra
Supra note
note 158.
158.
Id. (S.C.) at p. 112 of 125.
Morgan v. Grace, No. Civ. A. 0430, 2003
2003 WL
WL 22461915,
atp.
p.11(Del.
(Del.Ch.
Ch.2003)
2003)[“Morgan”].
[“Morgan”].
22461915, at
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Insight
Insight may
may be
be gleaned
gleaned from
fromother
otherjurisdictions.
jurisdictions.Delaware
Delawareremoves
removesany
anyconduct
conduct
199
requirement
from
provisions
authorizing
advancement
to
directors.
199
If
a
corporation
requirement from provisions authorizing advancement to directors.
If a corporation has
has
undertaken
to provide its
undertaken to
its directors
directors with
withmandatory
mandatoryadvancement
advancement rights,
rights,those
thoseadvancement
advancement
200 in proceedings of a summary nature.201
provisions
can
be
“enforced
as
a
contract”
200
in proceedings of a summary nature. 201
The
provisions can be “enforced as a contract”
The
rationale is articulated by Delaware’s Supreme
Court as
as follows:
follows:
Supreme Court
The
The express
express purpose
purpose of 8 Del.
Del. C.C. § 145,
145, which
which provides
provides advancement
advancement and
and
indemnification
rights to officers
indemnification rights
officers and
and directors,
directors, is to
to “promote
“promote the
the desirable
desirable end
end that
that
corporate officials
officials will
willresist
resistwhat
whatthey
theyconsider
consider unjustified
unjustifiedsuits
suitsand
and claims,
claims, secure
secure in the
knowledge
that their reasonable
expenseswill
will be
be borne
borne by the
knowledge that
reasonable expenses
the corporation
corporation they
they have
have
served
served ifif they are
are vindicated.”…Clearly to be
be of
of any
any value
value to
to the
the executive
executive or director,
director,
advancement
mustbe
be made
madepromptly,
promptly, otherwise
otherwise its
its benefit is forever
advancement must
forever lost
lostbecause
because the
the
failure to
advance
fees
affects
the
strategy
that
the
executive
or
director
will
be
able
to
to advance fees affects the strategy that the executive or director will be
afford.
To [do otherwise]
would be
be to
to allow [the
to be
in its
afford. To
otherwise] would
[the corporation]
corporation] to
be derelict
derelict in
its
contractual
protection of
of directors/officers
directors/officers to compromise
compromise their
their own
own litigation
litigation in
contractual protection
in the
the face
face
of cost
cost concerns,
concerns, aa result
result that
that is
is clearly
clearly against
against Delaware’s
Delaware’s policy
policy of
of resolving
resolving
advancement
issuesasas
clearly
advancement issues
clearly
as as
possible.202
possible.202
As a result, “the scope of an advancement
advancementproceeding
proceedingunder
underSection
Section145(k)…is
145(k)…is limited
limited to
determining ‘the
issue
of
entitlement
according
to
the
corporation’s
advancement
provisions
and
‘the issue of entitlement according to the corporation’s advancement
and

203
not
regarding the
the movant’s
movant’salleged
allegedconduct
conductininthe
theunderlying
underlyinglitigation.”
litigation.”203
For
For
this
not to
to issues
issues regarding
this
reason,
most advancement
advancementproceedings
proceedingstake
takeplace
placeby
byway
way of
of an
an application on aa paper
reason, most
paper record;
the detailed analysis
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trial
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the
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right
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advancement.
Thus,
charter,
bylaw
indemnification
provisions
mandating
advancement. 206206
Thus,
charter,
bylaw
or or
indemnification
provisions
mandating
advancement
advancement
have
been
enforced
in
numerous
cases
brought
directly
by
corporations
against
their former
have been enforced in numerous cases brought directly
corporations against their
directors
of fiduciary duty,
directors for breaches
breaches of
duty, fraud
fraud and
and the
the like,
like,inincases
cases where
where the
the corporation
corporation was
was
207
confronted
with
very
strong
evidence
of
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director’s
malfeasance.207
As
the
courts
of
confronted with very strong evidence of the director’s malfeasance. As the courts of Delaware
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have
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“[t]he public policy
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policy of
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in cases
cases in
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forbreach
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fiduciary
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argument
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agreement”
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the contrary
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bound
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been
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by
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to direct
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directsuits
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indemnification
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no matter
matter what
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Delaware’s
to the
of advancement
portrays the
the ‘other
‘other side
side of
of the
Delaware’s summary
summary approach
approach to
the issue
issue of
advancement portrays
the

scale’
balance
for for
the the
scope
of indemnification
rights.rights.
Delaware’s
scale’ in
in finding
findinga proper
a proper
balance
scope
of indemnification
Delaware’s
indemnification
provisions
strongly
favor
the
rights
of
directors
over
and
above
indemnification provisions strongly favor the rights of directors over and abovethose
thoseofof
shareholders.
Thisapproach
approachcompletely
completelydisregards
disregardsthethefact
factthat
thatinin direct
direct actions,
actions, unlike
unlike in
shareholders. This
derivative
and third party actions,
the corporation
corporation will
will have
derivative and
actions, the
have evidence
evidence of bad
bad faith against
against its
director which has
has given it sufficient
sufficient cause
cause to instigate
instigate its action directly. The corporation is not
faced
faced with a situation where it has
has little
little knowledge
knowledge of
of the
the allegations
allegations against
against its director and
and is
unable
to
make
an
assessment
of
a
director’s
conduct.
A
policy
goal
underlying
the
CBCA’s
unable to make an assessment of a director’s conduct. A policy goal underlying the
indemnity
indemnity provisions
provisionsisisthat,
that,where
where aa director
directorhas
has breached
breached his duty to the corporation, he
he should
satisfy
the
resulting
legal
expenses
incurred
in
connection
with
proceedings
from
his
satisfy the resulting
expenses incurred in connection with proceedings from his or her
her
217
personal
assets,
since
“[a]ny
otherrule
rule could
could encourage
encouragesocially
sociallyundesirable
undesirableconduct.”
conduct.”217
To
personal assets, since “[a]ny other
To
permit corporations
to
advance
expenses
in
direct
actions
effectively
undermines
this
goal;
once
corporations to advance expenses in direct actions effectively
once
expenses
aremade
madetoto the
the faithless
faithless director,
director, the
expenses are
the money
money is
is gone
gone and
and cannot
cannot be
be recovered.
recovered.
Corporations
should be
be permitted
permittedto
to indemnify
indemnify their directors
Corporations should
directors who are proven
proven meritorious
meritorious in
direct
actions,
but
the
rationale
for
advancement
in
such
cases
cannot
be
upheld.
direct actions, but the rationale for advancement in such cases cannot be upheld.
5.
5.

CONCLUDING
REMARKS
CONCLUDING R
EMARKS

Payment
of expense
advancesinindirect
directsuits
suitsviolates
violatespublic
public policy
policy and should not be
Payment of
expense advances
be
permitted
unlike in a derivative
permitted by the courts. The corporation and its director are
are adversaries,
adversaries, unlike
action where
where the
the interests
interests of
of the
the corporation
corporation and
and its
its director
director are
are aligned.
aligned. That
That the
the corporation
corporation

should
legal
expenses
of its
the accused
director,
is is
should be
be forced
forced totofund
fundthethe
legal
expenses
of opponent,
its opponent,
the accused
director,
fundamentally prejudicial to
the
corporation
and
its
shareholders.
The
corporation
is
not
to the corporation and its shareholders.
not faced
faced
with
with aa situation
situation where
where itit has
has little
little knowledge
knowledge of
ofthe
the allegations
allegations of
of its
itsdirectors
directorsand
and so
so is unable to
make an
an assessment
assessmentofofaadirector’s
director’s conduct.
conduct. If
If advancement
is permitted in these
advancement is
these direct actions,
directors will
will be
be encouraged
encouraged to litigate
litigate almost
almost endlessly,
endlessly, thereby inflicting
inflictingdelay
delayand
andexpense
expense on
the corporation
corporation in order to defeat
an
otherwise
meritorious
claim.
Corporations
may
defeat
otherwise meritorious
Corporations may ultimately
be
from initiating
be discouraged
discouraged from
initiating recovery
recovery actions
actions against
against their
theirunfaithful
unfaithfuldirectors
directorssince
sincea a
corporation
will simply
corporation will
simply throwing
throwinggood
good money
money after
after bad;
bad; itit isis one
one thing
thing to
to require
require repayment
repayment of
monies advanced
advanced for
for legal expenses
in the
the event
event that
that the
the corporation’s
corporation’s case
caseisis made
madeout,
out,while
while it
expenses in
is another
matter entirely
entirely to recover it.
another matter
Canadian
law, as
does
notnot
contemplate
thethe
Canadian law,
as embodied
embodied in the
the CBCA
CBCAand
andOBCA,
OBCA,
does
contemplate
advancement
of legal
legal expenses
expensestotodirectors
directorsin
in direct
direct actions
actions by
by the
the corporation,
corporation, as
as distinct
distinct from
advancement of

derivative
actions.
TheThe
foregoing
review
of theoflegislative
history of
derivative or
or third
thirdparty
party
actions.
foregoing
review
the legislative
history of
indemnification provisions
has
demonstrated
that
requiring
a
corporation
to
advance
provisions has demonstrated that
to advance money to
fund the legal costs
director in direct
costs of an
an accused
accused director
direct actions
actions has
has never been
been part of Canadian law.
It is
only
latterly
that
it
has
become
accepted
in
U.S.
law.
The
state
of
is only latterly that it has become accepted in U.S. law. The state of affairs
affairsthat
thathas
has developed
developed
in U.S.
as Delaware,
Delaware, as
as outlined
outlined in the
U.S. states
states such
such as
the previous
previous section,
section, is not
not such
such that
that Canadian
Canadian
jurisdictions
encouragementto
tofollow
follow suit.
jurisdictions should
should be
be under any encouragement
In response
to this
this contention
contention itit is undoubted
undoubted that
that the
thequestion
questionwill
will be
be posed,
posed,“but
“but what
what if
if
response to
the director cannot afford to fund
his
defence?”
Whilst
this
question
may
give
pause,
it
should
be
fund his defence?” Whilst this question may give pause, it should
no more than
one. The
The corporation
corporation itself,
itself, not
not derivatively through the actions
than a momentary
momentary one.
actions of
217
217

CBCA
Discussion
Paper,
supra
at p.
26,91.
CBCA Discussion
Paper,
supra
note note
14 at 14
p. 26,
para.
para. 91.
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adisgruntled shareholder,
shareholder, or
or by
by some
some third
third party, but directly,
one of
of its
directly, has
has taken action against
against one
directors. Serving a claim
and
enclosing
a
cheque
for
a
defence
is
something
that
the
legislature
claim and enclosing a cheque
a
has
never intended.
intended.Likewise,
Likewise, allowing
allowing an
an accused
accuseddirector
directorto
to take
take control
control of
of an action, as
has never
as in
Amirault,
by
suing
for
his
advance
is
simply
perverse.
Canadian
courts,
if
they
are
tempted
down
Amirault, by suing for his advance is simply perverse. Canadian
if they are
the easy
easy path
pathof
of lumping
lumping direct actions
actions with derivative and
and third
third party
party actions
actions when itit comes
comes to
applications
should bear
bear these
these matters
matters in
in mind.
mind.
applications to
to advance
advance defence
defence costs,
costs, should
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